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United Press International

In Our 92nd Year

Soviet Cosmonauts
Perform Scientific
Chores In Lab Today

1

Mrs. Broadway
Passes Away

Murray, Ky., Tuesday Afternoon, June 8, 1971

Mr., Mrs. Miller
Return Home From
European Vacation

Vol. LXXXXII No. 134

10* Per Copy

Two Americans Killed
In Viet Fighting Today

Death claimed Mrs. Mae
Broadway, age 90, of Murray Mr. and Mrs. Claude faller
Route Seven on Monday at 6:30 have returned to their MOM In
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway Murray after a was Weeks
vacation in Europe.
County Hospital where she had
MOSCOW (UPI)—Three So- been a patient since Saturday. They visited their son, Dr.
By BERT W. &MILT
Frank Miller, Mrs. Miller, and
viet Cosmonauts performed
SAIGON (UPI)—Two Americhildren,
David, Tom and AMine,
scientific chores ranging from Mrs. Broadway was a member
can GIs were killed and four
medical and biological research of the Mt. View Cumberland in Lamistuhl, Germany. MIslor
wounded in fighting near a U.S.
to navigation today aboard a Presbyterian Church at Dover, Miller is chief-of-service of the 0.
military base below the DemiliB.
Gyn
Department
at
the llad
bottle-shaped space laboratory Tenn. She was born May 3, 1861,
tarized Zone (DMZ) where
the size of a railroad car.
in Stewart County,Tenn.,and her General Hospital in Ladstuhl.
South Vietnamese tropps have
"The first Cosmodom (space parents were the late Nelson The Millers traveled in nine
William B. Taylor, a faculty Shocks, a native of Bedford, killed 330 Viet Cong and North
house) has been founded," Lancaster and Annie Henley European countries. One of the
member in the department of Ind., earned the B. A. degree at Vietnamese in the past four
highlights of the trip was their
Sgt Stephea A. Theme
Beyelorussian physicist Nikolai Lancaster.
physics and astronomy at Phillips University, Enid, Okla., days, military spokesmen said
visit to the "Kukenhof" Gardens
Sirota told the Tass news
Murray State University, was the B. D. degree at Theological today.
SITTING there in the back yard agency in praising the Salyut
The 90 year old woman is in Amsterdam, Holland, dining
named by the board of regents Seminary, Phillips University,
over the weekend and mama and orbital scientific station.
The U.S. command said a
survived by one daughter, Miss the tulip season.
Saturday as the new university and both M.A.and Ph.D. degrees
daddy Killdeer come running up Lt. Col. Georgi Dobrovolsky Gertrude Broadway of Murray The Murray couple returned
ombudsman.
at Southern Illinois University. unit of the 1st Brigade, 5th
the driveway. Right behind them and engineers Vladislav Volliov Route Seven; two brothers, home by way of Cohunbia, Mo.,
Taylor, who was also raised to He had been serving as acting Infantry Divison (Mechanized)
were the kids, two tiny carbon and Viktor Patsayev docked Walter Lancaster and Jerome and visited their son and family, Stephen A. Tharpe, son of Mr. the rank of associate professor, chairman of the department of was attacked Monday with
copies. The Killdeer is a slick their Soyuz 11 spaceship with Lancaster, both of Dover, Tenn.; Mr. and Mrs. David Miller aed and Mrs. Willie H. Tharpe of 217 will replace Robert K. Bear, who philosophy.
rocket-propelled grenade and
sons, Matt and Mike. Oe shoe 1 Spruce Street, Murray, has been served as ombudsman for two O'Dell was elected to the rifle fire two miles south of the
looking bird who gives out with a Salyut Monday and crawled several nieces and nephews.
they attended the gradmifeit nd promoted to the rank of sergeant years. Bear, associate professor student seat on the board of DMZ and six miles north of
plaintive whistle. He's whitish into it through a connecting
and brownish maybe grayish. tunnel.
Funeral services will be held their son, David, who received while serving with the 728th M. P. of music, will return to full-time regents in a campus-wide elec- Cain Lo.
Builds the nest right on the
The laboratory has begun its Wednesday at one p.m. at the Mt. his Doctorate in Education from Bn., in Korea.
duty as director of choral ac- tion May 27. He has majors in
The clash killed one Commuground with the least possible program
Prior to entering the service, tivities.
of scientific
re- View Church, Dover, Tenn., with the University of Mlestati.
sociology and psychology.
nist soldier near Artillery Base
trouble. We think that maybe search," Tass said. Konstantin Rev. James Filson officiating.
Sgt. Tharpe was employed by the
In other action Saturday, the
Charlie 2, the U.S. command
mama just sits down and squirms Feoktistov, a scientist-cosmonMurray Division of the Tappan board appointed Dr. Wayne
Interment will be in the Rawls
said.,
around to hollow out a place for aut who was not aboard the
Company, and attending Murray Sheeks, who has been on the
Cemetery in Stewart County,
South Vietnamese marines
the eggs.
State University.
latest Soviet space mission, told
faculty since 1965, as chairman of
Tenn., with the arrangements by
and infantrymen have been
Sgt. Tharpe is a 1968 graduate the department of philosophy,
the Communist party newspathe Max Churchill Funeral Home
fighting the Communists in the
11 you come upon the nest in a per Pravda the spaceship was
of Murray High School and en- and swore in Tom O'Dell of
Where friends may call until ten Darren Edward Barrett, idiot
field, mama flies off and equipped with facilities for
tered the service in May of 1970. Hodgenville,a senior, as the new The funeral for Mrs. Hanle region below the DMZ since
a.m. on Wednesday when the son of Mr. and Mrs. Doyle
Saturday. Government losses
struggles along as though one medico-biological researah and
Barrett
student representative on the Jackson of Kirksey Route One is
of
Benton
Six,
diet
Route
body will be taken to the church
were six dead and 52 wounded,
,wing is injured. When this occurs, "more basic onboard equipment
being
held
the
p.m.
board of regents..
today at two p.m. at
at
to lie in state until the funeral Saturday at 8:45
South Vietnamese spokesmen
o along with her ruse, shell lead to make the station function."
Western Baptist Hospital,
Taylor, a Mayfield native who the chapel of the J. H. Churchill
hour.
said.
jou away from the nest and when Tass said
Paducah.
joined the faculty of what was Funeral Home with Rev.
the
program
American spokesmen said
you are well away, she ups and aboard the space ship included
The baby is survived by his
then known as Murray College Heyward Roberts officiating.
Cornmunist
meanwhile
that
flies off.
tests of Salyut's systems,
parents and one sister, Makayla The ladies day golf will be held High in 1956 and moved into the
gunners had shot down a U.S.
practice with space navigation
Barrett, Benton Route Six; at the Oaks Country Club on physics department at the Pallbearers artiWiley Gupton,
helicopter on Phu Quoc island,
techniques, study of cosmic
grandparents, Mr. and Mn. Wednesday, June 9, with Molly university in 1964, will devote J. C. Maupin, Jim Frazier, Ray
They're long legged
30 miles
off
South
the
Starks,
Thurman
Albin,
and
rays and tests of man's ability
Hugh Darrell Wilson of *WM Jones as hostess. Play will start half-time to teaching and halfTruman Edwards. Burial will be Vietnamese coast in the Gulf of
to
live
and
work
Route
time
in
to
One
space.
his
and
new
Mr.
role
on
and
Hole.
the
of
Mi.
Tenth
omillitting there in the living room
in,the Asbury Cemetery with the Thailand. One crewman was
Charles Barrett of Benton Pairings are as follows:
budsman.
and we hear this sickening thud Taw said the crew will enjoy
arrangements
by the J. H.
Effective July 1, his ap(Continued on Page Eight)
The intersection of South 121, Route Six; great grandparents, 9:00 Burwene Brewer, Virginia
against the picture window. We convniences from refrigerators
Street and Glendale Road was the Herschel Sykes of Puryeer, Jones, Sadie Ragsdale, and pointrnent involves the respon- Churchill Funeral Home.
lamp up and look out and there's (Continued on Page Eight)
sibility of receiving, inscene of a traffic collision at 5:41 Tenn., and Mrs. Olive Wilma of Bobbie Buchanan.
• Yellow Throated Warbler
Mrs. Jackson, age 61, died
Tidwell, vestigating and bringing to the
Margaret
9:10
p.m. Monday, according to the Murray Route One.
eprewled out on the step. He sits
Sunday at 9:30 p.m. at Lourdes
report filed by the officers of the Graveside services were held Saundra Edwards, Nell Tackett, attention of the administration
*eye for fifteen minutes never
complaints of students who feel Hospital, Paducah. She was a
Murray Police Department. No Sunday at four p.m. in Marshall and Laura Parker.
ameing a muscle, then he begins
Murrell(
they have received unjust member of the West Fork Baptist
Outland,
Memory
County
Gardens
9:20 Sue
with
to turn his head. Nothing broken, Betty Hart Tusa, daughter of inluries were listed on the report.
Rev James Hardy officia., Walker.. Betty Thompson, and treatment at the hands of the Church.
he was Just addled. He finally Mr. and Mrs. J. Dan Hart of
Cars involved were a tan Ford
administrstion, faculty or staff - Survivors are her masher,Mrs., The case of Garland vs
Alice Smith.
jumps into the Azalea bush, then Murray, received the Master of
two door hardtop owned by J. D.
9:30 Sus Steele. Mabel Rogers, The post of ombudsman, Flora Cherry of Murray; two Raspberry and Downey is being
flies on to a Hickory tree. Ap- Science in Pharmaceutics at
McKinney and driven by
Dailey. and Essie adapted from the Swedish and sons, Bennie Ray of Fulton, Ill., heard today in the Calloway
ChOryl
parently he was just stunned. spring commencement exercises
Wiliodean E. McKinney of 510
Danish governmental concepts of and Bob Ray of Chicago,
; two Circuit Court with Judge James
Caldwell.
He's a tiny thing no bigger than of the University of Tennessee
North 7th Street, Murray, and a
9:40 Edith Garrison, Janice "citizens' protector," was first sisters, Mrs. Ina Wadkins of M. Lassiter presiding. This
your thumb. Wears a mask Medical Units, Memphis, held
1971 Datsun two door driven by
Stubblefield, Polly Seale, and created at Murray State two Kirk,sey and Mrs. Marie Wilson concerns an accident.
across his eyes.
June 6.
Richard Warren Latimer of 1705
of Kansas City, Mo.; one brother, Yesterday the case of Rickman
years ago.
Grace James.
Mrs. Tusa, who had previously Miller, Murray.
The Executive Board of the 9:50 Gerri Anderson, Doris Taylor, who won the coveted Van Cherry of San Diego, vs. Norsworthy was scheduled
Our frog in the pot stayed dug in earned the Bachelor of Science in
Murray Woman's Club met on
distinguished professor award of California; five grandchildren. but was settled out of court. This
Pharmacy from UT's College of Police said Latimer,going west Monday,June 7, at the club house Rose, Dixie Hooks, and Jeanie
(Continued on Page Eight)
concerned the boundary line on
the Murray State Alumni
Pharmacy, attended Murray on Glendale Road, pulled out for the regular luncheon and Crittenden.
property on South 4th Street.
Association
in
1970,
earned
both
Toopie
Jones,
Ellen
9:60
from
the
snap
Glendale
sign at
State University before enrolling
business meeting
The next and final case on the
Thomas, Molly Jones, and Sue the B. S. and M. A. degress at
and 12th Street and collided with
at the Medical Units.
Mrs. Bethel Richardson, McDougal.
court docket for this term is
Murray Slate. He taught physics
At UT she was a member of the McKinney car going south on president, presided.
and mathematics at Mt. Vernon
Lassiter Auto vs. Bryan
Lambda
Kappa
Sigma South 12th Street.
Officers and chairmen for the
scheduled tor Thursday, June 10.
High School, Mt. Vernon,Ind.,for
professional pharmacy sorority Damage to the Ford was on the 1971-71 term present were Mrs.
BASS CLUB MEETING
The case of Whitlow vs. Nance,
one year before returning to
By United Press International and was named to membership in left front fender and bumper, and
Richardson, president; Mrs. J.
regarding money involved in an
Murray College High.
to
the
Datsun
on
the
front
end.
Rho
Chi,
national pharScattered showers and thunMatt Sparkman, first vice; Mrs. The regular monthly meeting Active in advising preincident
at Holiday Inn,
Two
other
accidents
were
Boy Scout Troop 77 camped at
ierstorms dotted nearly all maceutical honor society.
Sam Knight, second vice; Mrs. of the Murray Bass Club will be engineering and engineering
scheduled for Friday, June 11,
reported in Murray on Saturday,
Mrs.
Tusa
Between
Lakes
Land
and
the
took
will
join
the
staff
of
held
Wednesday,
June 9, at the physics students and in the
portions of the nation Monday.
Jack
Bailey,
recording
has been postponed.
but no injuries were listed on the
Tornadoes were sighted in the Memphis Veterans Adsecretary; Mrs. John Belt, Captain's Kitchen. The meeting development of a curriculum in part in the National Project
police
reports.
Kansas, Indiana, Michigan, ministration Hospital as a
corresponding secretary; Mrs. will start with dinner at 6:30 p.m. physics for the general liberal known as Save Our American
A collision at 8:55 a.m. was
Oklahoma, Minnesota amf pharmacist and generalist.
Thomas Brown, treasurer; Mrs. Plans will be made to finalize the arts student, Taylor has also Resources this past weekend.
She is the wife of Vince G. Tusa between a 1971 Chevrolet two George
For their part in SOAR each
Wisconsin but caused no injuries
Hart, civic; Mrs. J. I. dub sponsored mid-July tour- served as an advisor of the
door owned by Al Parker and
of Memphis.
scout filled three large plastic
and only minor damage.
Hada, legislative; Mrs. Ted nament
judicial board at Murray State. bags with litter strewn
driven
Sharon Bogard Parker
by
Bradshaw,finance; Mrs. Dan W.
Golf ball-size hail whacked
of Murray Route Four, and a 1987
Phil Shelton, former Murray
careless campers in camping
Miller and Mrs. Dwain Taylor,
areas west of Buffalo, N.Y.,
Chevrolet two door driven by
area, shorelines, and road ways. High Band Director, is now
yearbook; Mrs. Richard W.
and marble-size hail accompaEstelle Keller Parker of 1608
The cleanup activities were manager of Leach's Music and
Knight, publicity; Mrs. Harold
nied gusty winds up to 50 miles
Catalina Drive, Murray.
supervised by LBL officials, Don TV Center in the Dixieland
Beaman, prembook.
:in hour at Quanah, Tex. Hail
Police said the 1971 car was
Burchfield and Larry Burnham. Center on Chestnut Street.
Civic, finance, and publicity
:also pelted the Adrian, Mo.,
perked on the Bel Air Shopping
Leach's Music & TV is the
During the outing the scouts
chairmen
department
of each
are
*Area.
Center Parking lot. The driver of
exclusive dealer in Murray for
requirements
completed
also
in
requested to contact the
, Nearly an inch and three
the 1967 car said she was atmotor boating, swimming, LaBlanc and Olds band inrespective club chairmen in each
lkivarters of rain soaked Roatempting to park and collided
cooking, and axemanship. Tom struments; Fender, Gretsch and
noke, Va., in a six-hour period.
category. Mrs. Don Keller asked
with the 1971 car,according to the
Alexander provided adult Martin guitars; Wurlitzer pianos
to be notified of any problem
Despite the thunderstorm and
police report.
assistance for the troops.
and organs; and the complete
shower activity, temperatures
concerning the upkeep of the
Damage to the 1971 was on the
Boys participating in the line of Magnavox televisions,
Ar
in the 90s prevailed in the
clubhouse.
I
right rear fender and bumper and
service project were Ronnie stereos, tape recorders and
southeastern portion of the
to the 1967 on the right front Mrs. Richardson announced
Billington, Timmy Ransom, Don components.
that Mn.Donald Hunter had sent
nation. In contrast, temperafender and bumper.
Henry, Joey Grasty, Brad Boone, In keeping with the store policy
in 81,484 Betty Crocker coupon'
tures climbed only to the 50a in
Saturday at 12:55 p.m. a
Mike Alexander, Phillip Smith, of employing professional
that had been collected by
portions of upper Michigan,
collision occurred on the parking
Maike Skinner, Kent, Harman, musicians to assist customers in
extreme northern Wisconsin
lot of the Central Shopping Center demo of Murray and Calloway
John Hart. Frank Gilliam, Ron their selection of their musical
County to purchase a kidney
and northeastern Minnesota.
rONTAem IhltAai
between a 1965 Chevrolet four
Harrison, Don Harrison, Terry and electronic purchases, Shelton
%PT,
Temperatures around
the
door sedan owned by Thomas J. machine for the usage of permute
Grogan, Mark Thurman, and joins Wendell Lovett and Chip
nation early today ranged from
Chapman and driven by Margie residing in Kentucky.
Veal in the Murray store.
Chad Boyd.
It was also announced that the
83 at Blythe, Calif., to 38 at
KENTUCKY
Graves Chapman of Coach
Eagle scout Larry Robinson of Leach's Music & TV was
club
is
Flagstaff, Ariz.
interested
promoting
in
a
Estates, Murray, and a Mercury
Troop 45 combined his efforts orginally formed in 1925 in Paris.
four door sedan owned by Gary or youth center for Murray. The
with 77. Melvin Cavitt was a Tennessee as the Paris Radio
building
will
possible
be
located
Nancy Haneline and driven by
Company, The Murray store was
guest of the unit.
In the City Park near the area
Nancy Forrest Haneline of
Troop 77 meets each Monday at opened in 1967 and was soon
where the pool will eventually be
Mayfield Route Seven.
6:30 p.m. in the basement of the established as the Calloway
Pfc. Randy R. Bane
V
built.
Police said the Chaprnan car
First Christian Church.
County center for all musical
Army Private First Class was going
The
ft
workshop
will
Diabict
south and the Haneline
The weather for Kentucky
merchandise.
Randy R. Beane, son of Mr. and car was
be held at Eddyville on June le.
east when the collision
shows partly cloudy skies with
Leach's offers service on all
Mrs. Roy Beane of Murray Route
occurred. Damage to the Reservations are OM and any
scattered thunderstorms mainly
electronic
and
musicOne,is now serving with the U.S.
club
member
to
wishing
attend
Chevrolet was on the right side
north and east today and south
merchandise by Bob Randolph,
Army at Fort Richardson, and to the
should
Richardson.
Mrs.
contact
Mercury on the front
and west tonight and Wednesday.
Charles Stone and Bob Forsee.
Alaska.
end.
John Fortin, Jr., received his Music instruction is another
A little cooler and less humid
Bane took his basic training at
sr
CAMP
deifee of Master of Divinity with service offered by the retail firm.
Wednesday Highs today mid 808 Fort Campbell and to further his
honors from the Luther Over 2,000 students in Calloway
to low 90s. Lows tonight fals and training he took a twelve weeks'
SIX CITED
Camp 592 of the Woodmen of
Theological Seminary, at St. and Henry Counties have
low 70s. Highs Wednesday upper course in radio and comthe World will meet at the WOW
Paul, Minnesota. His parents, received private or group
70s and 80s
miunications at Fort Gordon, Six persons were cited by the Hall on
Thursday at seven p.m. A
Mr. and Mrs. John Fortin, have musical instruction at Leach's
44:
Georgia.
Murray Police Department business meeting will be held and
returned to Murray attar at- Music & TV.
EXTENDED OUTLOOK
The Calloway County soldier yesterday and last night. They
refreshments will be served.
tending the graduatW
Chance of showers or thun- entered the
Army on Sep- were two for public drunkenness,
Fortin and his wife, the former
SWIM MURRAY CLUB
derstorms
portion tember 23, 1970. He attended one for drunk and disorderly,
north
one
Clak Eversmeyer, left, Calloway Caunty's delegate te the 4-H Sara Whipple of Iowa City, Iowa,
FREE KITTENS AND CATS
Thursday. west portion ericay Calloway County High School.
He for no city auto sticker and no
Resource Development Conference at Fontana Village, North will reside in Rockford, Ill., after
The
and over the state Saturday. has two !limbers, Mrs.
South
Murray
Becky state inspection sticker, one for Two
pets and two Carolina. Shown with Eversmeyer is Emma Lou Hartlage, agent July where he will begin his Homemakers Club will meet
for
kittens
Little change in temperatures Black
Mrs.
and
Diana no operator's license and no city
from
McCracken County. Twenty-seven young people from duties as Director of Young Life, Thursday at
full grown cats, especially nice
with highs in the Ws and lows in Youngennan. and one brother,
10:30 a.m. at the
auto sticker, and one for illegal for a
farm, are free to persons. Kentucky attended the week long event which drew 4-II'ers from a
non -denominational
tbg upper 50s to mid 60s.
in- home of Mrs. Raymond Carter. A
Lennis Beane
possession of alcohol
the
seven
states
in
the
Tennessee
Valley.
For information cart-753-6759.
ternational youth organization. potluck luncheon will be served.
•

MSU Board Of Regents
Names Taylor Ombudsman

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

Stephen A. Tharpe
Promoted, Sergeant

Graveside Rites
Held, Infant Son

Rites Held Today
For Mrs. Jackson

Lineup Given For
Oaks Ladies Golf

0

Glendale And 12th
Scene Of Traffic
Collision Monday

Wreck Case Is
In Court Today

Mrs. Tusa Completes
MS Degree At Memphis

Executive Board Of
The Woman's Club
Meets On Monday

Showers Dot
Nation Monday

Boy Scout Troop 77
Takes Part In
National Project

Phil Shelton New
Leach's Manager

by

Randy R. Beane
Is Stationed, Alaska

;q
4.
In

.

1/ESOUReE
.11 DEVELOPMENT
CONFERENCE

4

The Weather

John Fortin, Jr.,
Receives Degree

I
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Some 750 members of the Kentucky Future Homemakers of
America are holding their state meeting at Murray State
College.Gov. Bert Combs spoke yesterday.
Mrs. James Garland is director of the Girl Scout Day Camp
being held at Camp Sakajarnea on Kentucky Lake.
The Murray State College baseball team won the Ohio Valley
Conference championship for the third time in four years.
Johnny Reagan is coach.
The marriage of Miss Rosanne Farris and Charles Fletcher
Woods was solemnized on June 2.

Five, age
Mrs. Mary June Elkins Williams of Murray Route
, Tenn.
18,died June 6 at Vanderbilt Hospital, Nashville
5 to call a .
The Fiscal Court of Calloway County voted June
discuss reapmass meeting of the citizens of this county to
meeting is
praisal of all real property in the county. The
g to
accordin
room,
Court
Circuit
the
in
14
scheduled for June
County Judge Hall Hood.
Doctor of
Rex Synciergaard of Murray received the degree of
5.
June
on
y
Universit
Louis
St.
Philosophy from
43 years
Miss Alice Waters, retired missionary, started her
written
wort in China back in 1892, according to a feature story
Jones.
by Frieda

And there came a leper to him, beseeching him, and kneeling
down to him, and saying unto him, if thou wilt, thou cant make
me clean.--Mark 1:40.
The Great Physician can heal our body and our soul.

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.
The way to quickly learn whether a girl has a good
she
head on her shoulders is to ask her which
former,
the
chooses
prefers, beauty or brains. If she
then she unquestionably is endowed with the latter.
"An old head upon young shoulders."
—English phrase

Television Schedule
iNSIX-TV
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WLAGTV
Channel 5

WSM-TV
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:011 Taoism
"Quanta?.
Tenn.,
Moyle
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"Lze Guevara led to
last November on expelling Ernesto against them.
seating
death
his
Nationalist China and
Maria
Panama and the five Central
the Reds, President Jose
clear American republics also might
it
made
lbarra
Velasco
a be expected to resist Chinese
that he favors a two-Chin
the
Communist overtures.
for
policy. Bolivia,
All, with the exception of
moment, at least, is run by
Rica,'are governed by
seem
Costa
who
men
military
leftist
military men who are
they
that
2areer
show
to
to be trying
of the subversive
than
aware
well
nary
revolutio
are more
Reds pose.
the
that
that
threat
s
guerrilla
the Marxist

Communist China is making
a new effort to woo Latin
America.
So far only Chile, now run by
Marxists, and Peru, where the
military dictatorship is trying
mightily to prove the "independence- of its foreign
policy, have succumbed to the
recent wiles of the Chinese.
Fidel Castro's Cuba, of
course, has been running hot.---and-cold in its relations with
ADULTS 97
Peking for a decade.
But, until the United States
NURSERY 5
relaxed its stand and let the
June 4, 1971
U. S. Ping-Pong team visit
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
continental China, there
seemed little likelihood that
Mrs. Pamela Hoke and Baby
Peking would make much
Girl, 307 North 7th St, Murray.
headway in the Western
DISMISSALS
Hemisphere.
Bolivia and Ecuador are the
Mrs. Mary Belle Overbey, 132,4
two question marks.
Miller
St., Murray, Mrs. lasvola
Main
(Dots)
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vocacy of the violent road to with them and their leadership.
power.
In fact, I believe that all who are
Mexico's foreign minister. in positions of leadership and
Emilio Rabasa, has said that responsibility at all levels--local,
the government of President state and national—hold a great
Luis Echeverria has not even appreciation for these two fine 753-6333 ALL SHOWS
discussed the idea of ex- organizations and the purpose for
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five-year exploration in Nubia. have come about for several
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changing ambassadors with which they were organized and
Copies News Service
where he discovered the treas- reasons, he said.
mainland China. Since the for the objectives which they
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ure-filled tombs of the late
Mexican chancellor spoke out, seek.
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In 1965 American astronauts
159th day of 1971.
Ed White and Jim McDivitt
The moon is full
are completed their Gemini jourstars
morning
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Mercury, Venus, Mars and ney, traveling 1,609,884 miles in
6e2 orbits of the earth.
Saturn.
The evening star is Jupiter. In 1919 President Nixon
Those born on this dtay are announced that 25,000 American
servicemen would be withdrawn
under the sign of Gerhini.
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Landolt And
Warner Vie
In Finals

KENTUCKY

TUESDAY—JUNE 8, 1971

Pirates Still Celebrating
Danny Murtaugh's Return

B I nited Press International four-run deficit to tie the score
The' Pittsburgh Pirates sure in the ninth before winning in
know how to make a manager the 10th on a run-scoring single
feel wanted.
Gene Landolt and Dr. Charles
by Ted Simmons. Matty Alou
The Pirates, who celebrated was hit by a pitched ball on a
Warner face each other in the
the return of manager Danny contrversial call to lead off the
final match of the delayed
Murtaugh Stubday with a 17-hit 10th then stole second before
Memorial Day Weekend tennis
attack, collected
tournament at the Calloway
15 more scoring on Simmons' hit.
Monday as they routed the
Country Club.
Two-run doubles by Ted
Chicago Cubs, 11-6, to remain a Sizemore and Gerry McNertney
Matches in all other divisions
half game behind the St. Louis in the ninth enabled the
have been completed, and player
Cardinals in the
seedings for future tournaments
National Cardinals to tie the score. Hank
League East.
at the club are expected to be
Aaron, Ralph Garr and Zoilo
St. Louis rallied from behind Versalles each collected four
worked out and announced
to edge P4nerW4io 7-6, in 10 hits for the Braves.
shortly. These will be based on
innings in the only other major
the players' finishes& in the
league game.
Major League Results
Memorial Day event.
Murtaugh had been sidelined By United Press International
Dr. Warner moved into the
for nearly three weeks with
National League
final bracket opposite Landolt in
chest
pains
but returned (10 innings)
the No. 1 Men's Singles Saturday
Sunday to watch the Pirates St.L
000 011 004 1— 7 12 2
with a rally, defeating Dr. Hal
CALLOWAY TENNIS WINNER: Gene Landolt, right, receives congratulations from Ed Chrisman outslug the Houston Astros, 9-8. Atla
100 001 310 0— 6 13 1
Houston after dropping the
opening set 3-6. He went on to after elimhiating Clu-isman in a second-round match in the Memorial Day Weekend tennis tour. He was at the helm again Torres, Linzy (7), Shaw (7),
take the next two sets 6-4 and 6-2 Dement at the Calloway Country Club. Thirty-two men and women players participated In the Monday as the Pirates pounded Arroyo (8), Drabolsky (9) and
six pitchers for 15 hits, Simmons; Reed, Priddy (9),
tournament,set up to determine player seeding'for future tournaments at the club.
Miss Debbie Mos"Ambler W.awl Is.Jeasiessi, was
for the victory.
_
including homers by Willie Barber (10) and King. WP— the open five-gaited class its horse show k Park,Tenn. recently,
Landolt reached the finals a
Stargell, Al Oliver and : Drabowsky (3-0). LP—Priddy and also showed well in the Pleasure Horse empeUtion. She was
week ago by eliminating Al
in competition in Clarksville, Tenn., the following night. Janet
(2-2).
Robertson.
Chrisrnan 6-3, 3-6 and 6-4, coming
and Craig Banks also competed in the Paris show.
from a 2-4 deficit in the final set to
Despite the awesome show
300 240 110-11 15 0
power over the last two days Pittsbrgh
overcome the hustling 56-yearHARRIS' NEW JOB
Chicago
204 000 000— 6 13 2 SHIBATA KO'S CRUZ
old popcorn distributor in the
STOCKHOLM (UP!) — Bill
Murtaugh was more impressed
(UPI)—Kuniak
TOKYO
i
Shifinal set.
.by the team's relief pitching. BrileS, Veale (3), Giusti (5) bath, 126, scored the 22nd Harris, 35, a former member of
Mrs. Ann Burke and Mrs. Don Bies, Art Wall, Tom
Denver. Bill Bisdorf of Ever- Bob Veale and Dave Giusti and Simpillen; Pappas, New- knockout of his career Thurs- the Toronto Maple Leafs of the
man (5), Bonham (7), StephenCorrine Stripling are the ladies' Weiskopf, Mike Souchak and ney proper with the two low green, Colo., made it with a turned in 6
National Hockey League, be2-3 innings of
scores in the playoff.
son (8), Tompkins (8), Regan day night when he stopped came coach of the Swedish
doubles
champions
after Doug Sanders qualified Monday
1,37,
George
Kezes
Phoenix
of
scoreless
relief against the
Graham
Lou
turned
in
challenger
a
Raul
125%,
Cruz,
136
of
(9)and Breeden. WP—Veale b)2defeating Mrs. Jane Wells and for the June 17-20 U.S. Open in
at Atlanta, Dave Eichelberger qualified with a 141 and Paul Cubs, although Veale suffered 0). LP—Pappas (6-6). HRs— Mexico in the first round in National Team Friday after
Mrs. Lois Keller 9-7 in a Philadelphia. Dan Sikes, Dow
Purtzer
of
Phoenix
an
with
a
142.
injured
shoulder
and
was Stargell (19th), Oliver (1st), Shibata's first defense of his signing a one-year contract
carded a 138, Hornero Blancas
marathon final match. Mrs. Finsterwald, Jacky Cupit and
with the Swedish Ice Hockey
Bob Smith of Sacramento, forced to leave the game.
Charles
and
Coody
shot
World Boxing Council Feather140's,
rge 'Knudson failed to make
Wells won the ladies' singles
Association.
Calif., headed seven qualifiers "The reason we're in the race Robertson (11th), Williams weight Crown.
Art
Wall
and
Rod
Funseth
(14th).
grade.
championship during the holiday
Harris will assume his duties
made it with 141's and Weiskopf at Chicago with a 139. Bob Ellis is because of our bullpen," said
Cruz, floored seconds before
weekend.
next season
A total of 72 players, led by and Charles Sifford were in at of Fondulac, Wis., had a good Murtaugh. "Giusti and Veale CHLUPSA FOR TORRE2
the
end
the
round
of
leftby
a
In the No. 2 Men's Singles, Tom Bies' 68-67-135 at the Atlanta
shot at a berth with a first did the job today and Mudcat
142.
ST. LOUIS (UPI)—The St. right combination to the head,
Keller is the winner after Country Club qualified
for the Sanders tied Dave Bradbury at round , but faded to a 79 on Grant is capable of doing the Louis Carinals Friday called up was counted out by referee Ken
defeating his brother, David, in 1971 Open at the Merio
143 for the low score in the last 18 for a 147, two short same thing."
righthanded reliever Bob Chlup- Morita, who continued the
We finals 6-3. Such bitter rivals
golfers
reached the Open. of the qualifying figure.
Veale, who took over from sa from their Triple A farm count for four seconds after the
'on the courts are the two Country Club. Another 43 will
Souchak,'playing at the Red Sam Carmichael, a golf starter Nelson Briles. in the club at Tulsa to replace another bell rang ending the first round.
bOothers, six of their closest earn berths in the field today
Run Golf Club in Royal Oak, course operator from Martins- third and worked 2 1-3 innings righthander, Mike Torrez, who
sectional
qualifying
after
friends were called in to act as
ville, Ind., showed them how its before injuring
his shoulder, will be on military reserve. duty BELMONT EXACTA BETS
Washington,
rounds
St. Mich., also had a 143.
in
umpires and line judges for their
done at the Clovernook Country said he doubted
The
veteran
Tommy
Bolt,
NEW YORK (UPI)—There
53
the injury was over the weekend.
Louis, Pinehurst,' N.C., Pitmatch.
year-old former U. S. Open Club in Cincinnati, Ohio, when a muscle pull.
will be exacta betting on the
tsburgh and Montclair, N.J.
MENETERY
CHARLES
KO'S
he came through with a three- "I felt
something tear in the GENEVA, Switzerland (UPI) Belmont Stakes Saturday and
Most of the top names who Michigan qualifying round be- under
BERTSON SIGNED
par 139 on a 69 and 70 back of my left shoulder,
cause
he
still
was
suffering
the
high —Challenger Roger Menetery the regulation prohibiting enqualified
Monday
earned
entry
(UPI)—The
ANGELES
1. LOS
effects of a recent bout with Jim McLean, a 21-year-old up. It's not a muscle pull. I've of France knocked out cham- tries in exact races has been
Atlanta
in
players
as
made
39
Los Angeles Rams of the
amateur from Seattle had a 144 had those before
pneumonia.
and it doesn't pion Ralph Charles of England waived.
; ational Football League an- the 145 cutoff. Sikes lost his bid Finstervrald
and John Kalinka, a 47-year-old feel like that. It just hurts like
was
In the event that the Johnny
not
among
Reach
in the seventh round Friday
unced the signing Friday of in a six-man playoff for the last
the three who qualified at the pro from Honolulu shot a 145 for hell I'm going to talk to the night to gain the Welterweight Camp-trained entry of Jim
spots.
Dave
Marr
two
and
for
No. 1 draft choice, small
the
qualifying
two
spots
from
club doctor and I hope it's not Championship of Europe.
French and Good Behaving
er Jones reached the touriftoning Hills Country Club in
college All-American linebacker
Seattle. Washington.
serious. I'm usually a fast It was the first title defense finishes first and second, the
Isaiah Robertson of the Southheal& so I hope there's no for Charles, who won the crown exacta payoff will be made on
(en University of Baton Rouge.
problem."
from Hans Orsolics of Austria the winner and the third place
horse.
The Cardinals rallied from a Jest November.
INVINCIBLE DELUXE
ARUN PLAYS LOYD MAYO
MEXICO CITY (UPI)—Onny
Parun of New Zealand will face
Joaquin UV° ritin:..of Mexico
today in the
I•IEW YOR/r1(DOI) Lrly batting champion who currently
match of the
''j
Zone returns from fans voting for hitting, 298, polled voted to take a leading in the voting according
Davis Cup semi-final tennis American League all-stars put commanding lead for one of the to Baseball
Commissioner
series. Marcelo Lara of Mexico Boston Red Sox outfielder Carl three starting outfield posts. Bowie Kuhn The
Orioles' other
Jeff Simpson in the day's Yastrzemski in the vanguard of Tony Oliva of Minnesota Robinson, Brooks,
heads the
r singles match.
the balloting for the 1971 mid- collected 19,707 votes and Frank third basemen with 27,818 votes
The winner of the three-day season classic in Detroit, July Robinson of Baltimore received and Boog
Powell appears
series takes on Brazil in the 13, it was disclosed Monday.
17,924 in the outfield balloting. headed for the starting first base
anerican Zone final.
Yastrzemski,a three-time A.L. Baltimore has three players position with 28.458.

ualifying Round Held
Monday For U.S. Open
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Yastrzemski Leading-The Pack
In Early All-Star Competition
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60111 ANNIVER.SARY
CELEBRATION
Come in ... enjoy special Anniversary
rices on Stereo Portables, Component
Systems and Consoles ... Radios...
Tape Recorders ... Monochrome
and Color TV!

A

Boston had another apparent
starter in Luis Aparicio when
the Red Sox shortstop gained a
surprise leading margin of
19,434 despite a batting average
that has dropped below .200.
Rod Carew of Minnesota led
all second basemen with 18,878
and Bill Freehan of Detroit was
ahead in the poll for catchers
with 15,181 votes.
Top runners-up for each
position were Norm Cash of
Detroit at first base 8,047;
Dave Johnson of Baltimore at
second base. 8,759; Harmon
Killebrew of Minnesota at third
base, 13,266; Jim Fregosi of
California at shortstop, 7,062;
Ray Fosse
of Clevelandn
catcmer, 13,066; and Outfielders
Bobby Murcer. New York,
14,993; Frank Howard. Wash
ington, 13,146, and Al Kaline,
Detroit, 8,120.
Earl Weaver of Baltimore,
who will manage the American
League, will chose the pitchers
and substitates.
The National League first
returns will be released Friday.

Major League
Leaders

Your Choice
Anniversary Priced
NOW ONLY SI49
COMPACT STEREO PHONOGRAPHS
These outstanding Magnavox values are only 36" wide, yet each offers wonderful
listening with 10-Watts ETA music uwer, a precision Automatic Player, plus four
high fidelity speakers that protect soiand from both sides and front of the cabinet.
They're really perfect for apartments or smaller rooms. A. Mediterranean styling—
model 3023 B. Contemporary—model 3020t C. Early American—model 3022.
•

LEACH'S MUSIC & TV
Phil Shelton

Store Mgr.

Dixieland Center
Chestnut Street

Wendell Lovett °
Sales Mgr.

-t

Leading Batters
National League
H. Pct.
G.
Garr, Ad
R. 87 .360
s57
G 24A2B 42
Davis, LA
54 214 34 77 .360
Beckert, Chi 54 215 35 77 .358
Cash, Pitt
47 185 38 66 .357
Torre, St.L
56 213 36 76 .357
Brock, AU
81 .357
Alou, Hon
55
227 4191 53 349
43152
Mays, SF , 50 171 35 57 .333
Sngln, Pitt
51 193 17 63 .326
Staub, Mont 49 172 30 56 .328
American League
G. AS R. H. Pct.
Oliva, Minn 46 181 34 68 .376
Murcer, NY 53 187 31 68 .364
!Celine, Del
45 149 26 48 .322
Rojas, KC
49 187 28 60 321
BRbnsn, Blt 50 193 28 61 316
Srnith, Bo's
53 210 38 65 310
Reichdt, Chi 39 143 14 44 306
Toyer, Minn 52 216 34 66 306
Otis, KC
46 186 31 56 301
Yastrz, Bos 53 181 3') 54 296
FRbasn, Bit 40141 24 42 .298
a.
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-----'Crisp and
crunchy outside...
tender and moist
inside!
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IF JERRY'S HAD TO CHOOSE
one dish from their entire menu as their
"claimi,9
fame", Jerry's Pride-Fried Chicken
‘
woal be it! And if Jerry's had to describe
that chicken in one word, "scrumptious"
would be it! Everybody has their own
idea of what "scrumptious" is, and when
you taste Jerry's Pride-Fried Chicken,
see if you don't agree! "It is! It is! /T IS!"
Be sure to order enough!

PRIDE-FRIED
CHICKEN DINNER
in a box includes french fries,
tangy slaw, hot bread.
Choice of full /
1
4 fried chicken, or
full Si fried chicken

South 12th Street
Murray, Ky.

'
,••••••.4a.44.‘•••

pic-nic-pac
in a stay-warm bucket includes
fourteen pm of chicken and
hot rolls. SNAC-PAC medium
size bucket includes
eight pcs of chicken
and hot rolls

*RP.

•IMP

! Mrs.
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1

J. B. Eturkaaa, . .
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Pb.. ,113 1517 or 753-4547

Schroader-Dietz Engagement
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tsotationasoissi
NOTICE
Our
readers
are
, reminded that the Ledger
& Times will not publish
weddings or bridal showers
The Baptist Young Women of ii that occurred thirty days
previous to tbe dple al
3he Cherry Corner Baptist
publication.
:fhurch held their regular
:meeting at the church OR Wednesday, June 2, at seven thirty
o'clock in the evening.
Sheila
Garrison,
Miss
president, presided and Ruby
The Calloway County High
Van Dyke, secretary, read the
School
Chapter of the Future
was
prayer
to
call
minutes. The
of
Homemakers
America
-given by Patty Simmons.
• "Japan in the 70's" was the recently held its annual workshop
For narw and old officers.
title of the program given by Ola
Topics
discussed
were
Mae Roberts, Virginia Herndon,
Martha Hendon, and Sheila evaluation of the past year's
activities, committee meetings
garrison.
for
the coming year, goals of the
Dott
.; Two new members were
officers
and chapter, and
'Barrow and Kaye Addison. Also
present were Anna Requarth and responsibilities new officers
should carry out.
two visitors.
The next meeting will be held Officers present were Misses
Ginny Locke, Janey Kelso ,
:the first Wednesday in July at
Theresa Parrish, Pattie Greer,
1:30 p.m.
Becky Channey, Gale Broach,
Jennifer Lovett, Kathy Kelly,
Freda Duncan, Linda Taylor,
Gwen Crouse, Debbie Miller, and
Aims R. Childress of Hardin Vicky Humphreys. Also present
llisablein dismissed from Lourdes were Mrs. Bess Kerlick and Miss
Slotmital, Paducah.
Lucy Forrest, advisors.

Ola Mae Roberts
. Program Leader
. At Group Meet

alloway FHA Has
Officers Meeting

Peitsaucts,

Marry an unwed
mother? Readers react
By Abigail Van Buren

—4

DEAR ABBY: A girl signed "WONDERING" asked you
how men felt about marrying an unwed mother, aid you
invited men to write in and tell her. Here's my storya—,-When I met my wife, she'was 18 and five mouths
pregnant. She told me all about herself and even who the
baby's father was, but it didn't make one bit of difference
to me. We were married a month before her baby was born,
and I couldn't love my own flesh and blood more.
I admired this girl for being absolutely truthful from the
start. A girl with two strikes against her tries twice as hard
to show her appreciation for being treated with love and
respect. I have been married to this wonderful girl for six
years and we have had two other children, and I love them
LUCKY IN WENATCHEE
all the acme.
DEAR ABBY: In starting married life with another
man's chikl, I would consider myself fortunate to have an
unwed mother as my intended.
There would be no sessions of private grief for a killedin-action husband, no trying to keep his memory alive in the
child. No problems with previous in-laws or doting grandparents. And there would be no emotional hangovers from a
previous marriage that misfired or helping her live down
her first love.
As far as I am concerned, unwed mothers are definitely
choice material
FRANK IN SAN DIEGO
DEAR ABBY: 1 would advise an unwed mother to keep
the story of her mistake to berself I married a girl who
had had a child out of wedlock. She told me who the baby's
father Was and all the details of the whole rotten mess, and
I have wished a thousand times that she hadn't told me. If
she had made up a story about having been "raped" I
would have been much happier
CAN'T FORGET IN MINNESOTA
DEAR ABBY: Please tell WONDERING not to wonder
any more. No man of quality will think less of her for one
mistake. I know. I met a lovely little woman, and 1 fell
hard! She knew I was getting serious, so she confessed that
altbo she had never been married she had a child 6 years
old. I met the child, and she won my heart! In less than a
year I married the unwed mother and adopted her child. We
subsequently had five other children and now have a grand
total of 21 grandchildren and four great-grandchildren. We
have had 55 beautiful years together, and I consider myself
the luckiest man in the world.
NO REGRETS IN PENSACOLA
DEAR ABBY. I married an unwed mother 15 years ago,
and we now have the most beautiful 16-year-old "mistake"
in the work:
PROUD IN ALLENTOWN. PA.
DEAR ABBY Maybe "1
1 1
,
i
rRING"
1ttiE
:
would like to
hear from a mother whose son
ed an unwed mother.
To me there is no finer lady than my new daughter, Barbie.
I also got a beautiful grandbaby in the bargain, which 1
love as much as my other grandbabies.
When my son married Barbie her baby was 5 months
old. There was some ugly talk, but my whole family held
their heads high and paid no attention. My new daughter
showed her true character by accepting her responsibilities
and not lying about her mistake. This has made us love her
all the more.
I am proud of my son for being able to accept an unwed
mother without shame I have another son, and if he chooses to marry an unwed mother who is as sweet and nice as
Barbie. I would be as proud of him as if he had married a
HAPPY GRANNY: ATLANTA, GA
virgin
What's your problem' You'll feel better if you get it eff
ioer chest. Write to %BM'. Rot 010e, Las Angeles. Cal.
SOM. For a personal reply enclose ,taasped. astalrease4
.
eavelope
For libby's booklet. "How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
90061
to %lib' Ito• ser100. I Os Angelec.
'end

To Be Married In August

Four-H Camp Has
Many Activities
During The Week
By Fred Gillum

Can you identify a poplar tree.
build a lean-to for outdoor
camping, or recognize a cop.
Several
snake?
perhead
Calloway County 4-H'ers will
learn many skills such as these at
4-H camp this summer, for
learning about nature and outliving is an important
door
part of the 4-H camping experience.
Calloway County Jr. 4-H'ers
will go to Western Kentucky 4-H
Camp near Dawson Springs June
21-25. Senior campers will attend
June 7-11.
Althouth
Although the 4-H'ers share
cabins with other campers and
advisors during most of the week
at camp, they may have the
chance for one night of outdoor
camping. Campers will also learn
about preparing a camp site,
outdoor cooking, fire building,
and other aspects of outdoor
living. And songs, stories and an
informal worship service around
the campfire at night are among
AFC Patricia Schroader
the highlights of camp for most 4H'ers.
announce
One
Route
Dexter
Mr.and Mrs.Samson Sctusoader of
Campers also gain an apthe engagement of their daughter, Airman First Class Patricia
of the outdoors
Schroeder, to Sgt. Theodore Emmons Dietz, son of Mr. and Mrs. preciation
sessions
on nature,
trough
Maryland.
Theodore A. Dietz of Baltimore,
and
natural
Miss Schroeder is a 1968 graduate of Calloway County High :tonservation
lisources. They find out how to
School and attended Murray State University before entering the
,dentify different trees, plants,
Air Fore. She is now stationed at Loring AFB,Maine.
snakes and learn the
The groom-elect is now serving with the Armed Forces in aisects, and
importance of conserving natural
Vietnam.
resources. Trained camp staff
A November wedding is planned.
members will help with these
special studies and serve as
guides on nature hikes. And, for
many 4-Hers, the opportunity to
enjoy nature on their own—to
Ryan, 1213 Dogwood, at 7:30 relax in an outdoor setting—is an
Tuesday, June 8
p.m.; Wesleyan at the Southside important part of the week at
camp.
Morning Circles of the WSCS of Restaurant at 6:30 p.m.
the First United Methodist
Learning about nature and
Church will meet as follows:
outdoor living is only one aspect
Thursday, June 10
Alice Waters with Mrs. William
of the 4-H camping program.
E. Moffett, Panorama Shores, at
ten a.m., potluck luncheon; Miss Lillian Watters will Other activities include swimBessie Tucker with Mrs. John present her pupils in a piano ming, boating, archery, and
Livesay, New Concord, at 9:30 recital at the Murray High School other sports; learning about
crafts, casting, gun safety and
a.m.; Maryleona Frost with Mrs. auditorium at 7:30 p.m.
electrcity; and taking part in
N. P. Hutson, 1008 Main Street, at
The Sunnyside Homemakers vespers, citizenship ceremonies
9:30 a.m.
"
Club will meet at the City Park at and other programs.
Groups of the VIMS of the First 10:30 a.m. with Mrs. Larry
For more information on 4-H
Baptist Church will meet as Watkins .
*amp, contact Fred L. Gillum at
toilowis. 1 with Mrs. Graves
Hendon at 9:30 a.m.; H with Mrs. The Cumberland Presbyterian the Calloway County Extension
Vester Orr at ten a.m.; III with Women of the North Pleasant Office, 209 Maple Street, phone
Grove Church will meet at the 753-1452.
Mrs. H. C. Chiles at two p.m.
home of Mrs. Nix Crawford at
Mrs. Paul
The Great Books Discussion seven p.m. with
Group will meet at the Calloway Cunningham as the leader.
County Public Library at seven
p.m. for a discussion of The Baptist Women of the Elm
Aristotle's Poetics.
Grove Baptist Church will hold
its general meeting at the home
The
New
Providence of Mrs. Robert Weston at 1:301
Homemakers Club will have a p.m.
luncheon at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord at 11:30 a.m. The Murray-Calloway County
followed by a meeting at the Jaycettes will meet at 7:30 p.m
Calloway Public Library at one at the Triangle Inn.
p.m.

(_camdcazu,,,Latl
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Murray Student Is
Given Scholarship
By The Zeta Group

By RUTH YOU
HANA, Hawaii
families living
Mekong River ca
Carol Dyall "the
of Laos."
Her colleague,
feld, is fondly re
the girl "who bri
The two young
who voluntarily 1
forts of home an,
of their high-flyi
work without p:
brought more
smiles to the ailing
The programs
cated women helpe
improving the heal
shackled by ign
Dt
ynai and
i titio
maa
..nupers

The final meeting of the Zeta
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club was held on
Thursday, May 27, at six-thirty
o'clock in the evening at the club
house.
A patio supper was served with
the husbands of the members as
guests. W. P. Russell gave the
Invocation.
Weatherly,
Mrs. James
department chairman, presided
at the business meeting. The
Department voted, to make a
contribution to the Carol Mellor
fund. Mrs. Melton is suffering
from leukemia and is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Kane of Murray. Mrs. Kane is
recording secretary of the Zeta
Department.
The group voted to extend the
scholarship for the second year to
Norma Wells, nursing student at
Murray State University.
Hostesses for the supper
meeting were Mesdames James
Miss Linda Dean Southard
Allbritten, Jack Bailey, William
Barnard Bell, Heron
Barker,
engagement
Mrs. Christine Southard of Murray announces the
Sykes, June Smith,
Dick
West,
and approaching marriage of her daughter, Linda Dean,to Roger
Scott.
Buist
and
elder
Gamertsf
Kenneth
Mrs.
and
Lynn Gamertsfelder,son of Mr.
of Sidney, Ohio. Miss Southard is also the daughter of the late
Preston Southard.
Miss Southard is a 1967 graduate of Murray University School
and attended Murray State University. She received an Associate
Degree in Nursing from Paducah Junior College in May, 1970. She Sandra Gail is the name chosen
is presently a staff nurse at the Murray-Calloway County by Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Hoke, of
Hospital.
306 North 7th Street, Murray, for
Mr. Gamertsfelder, a 1961 graduate of Sidney High School, their baby girl, weighing eight
served four years with the U. S. Navy. He received his B. S. pounds nine ounces, born on
Degree in Physical Education and Recreation from Murray State Friday, June 4, at 11:20 pan, at
University in January, 1971, and is presently working toward a the Murray-Calloway County
Master's Degree.
Hospital.
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, August 21, at
Church.
The new father graduated from
three o'clock in the afternoon at the Memorial Baptist
Murray State University on
led by Mrs. Fred Hart. She WRS Saturday, June 5, and will enter
assisted by Mrs. J. H. Herning the United States Army in
and Mrs. Ray Cothran lit September.
presenting the program in form
of a dialogue.
Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs
Mrs. D. N. White read the
Hoke of Murray Route Ont
Carl
The general meeting of the minutes in the absence of the and Mr. and Mrs. Gillard Ross oi
Freeman,
Olga
Mrs.
secretary,
Wonitn's Society of Christian
Murray.
service of the Hazel United and Mrs. J. R. Herning gave the
Methodist Church was held on treasurer's report. The closing
Great grandparents are Mrs
Tuesday, June 31, at seven-thirty prayer was led by Mrs. Newport
During the social hour refresh- L. C. Ross and Mrs. J. B. Adams
o'clock in the evening atthe
ments were served by Mrs both of Murray, and Mrs. Ear.
church.
Newport and Mrs. McCullough Harnrick of Paris, Tenn.
president,
Newport,
A.
Mrs.H.
opened the meeting with prayer.
The devotion was given by Mrs.
John McCullough who read from
I Corinthians 14444.
The
Peseimist
"The
Phone 753-I27Z
Humorist", and the Prophet"
* PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY *
was the subject of the program
We Have It — We Will Get It —Or It Can't Be Had

,ifeld were among
stewardesses and
wardesaes flown
tureaque Hawaii*
celebrate the 10th
15(4af the "Dooley
soraerved at least one
maitint working for
i board in
m and
itirroo
enr Nepa
,dt
Since the project
by the Thomas
Foundation, 190
airlines hay
leaves-of-absence
volunteer represen
,ranonprofit medi
lonamed after the yi
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jawedical projects i
infleountries before his
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ted to jungle livi
'epidemics and liv
modern comforts
Asia as hospital aid
:Pend nutrition and
advisers.
For most, being
Girl" is a onceexperience. But
feld and Miss Dy
2 make it a way of lif
3t
Puppet
to Miss Dyall bee
"the puppet lady'
homemade puppe
.educational tools t•
,rect health habits.
brunette, who spen
"uin Laos, dressed u.
pets in colorful cl.
structed a stage
boo, and tape recor
of skits in Laoso.
While Doolf?'...
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Miss Dyall put
shows for the vill .
.
16- "The skits tau.
— boil the river water •
king it, how to •
teeth and use soap,
"They had never se
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big success and at
crowds. "Though
the shadow of war
that throws the
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caused by evil spirits
"We teach them
cause of illness, a
care for themselves
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eliminate the fear •
Miss Lowenfeld
in Nepal, returned
warden job and th
the first "Dooley
tioned in the
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Mrs. Fred Hart Is
Leader Of Program
At Hazel Meeting

WALLIS DRUG

CLOSEOUT SALE
CONTINUES!

The Paris Road Homemakers
Club will have a luncheon at the
City Park.

Saturday, June 12

The Charity Ball for the benefit
of the Mental Health - Mental
Retardation Clinic will be held at
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
the Calloway County Country
Order of the Eastern Star will
Club from nine p.m. to one a.m.
meet at the Masonic Hall at 7:30
For tickets call Mrs.0. B. Boone,
p.m.
Jr. 753-2949 or Mrs. Clegg Austin
753-5455.
Wednesday,June 9

FBIRTHS4

The ladies day luncheon will be
served at the Oaks Country Club
at 12:15 p.m. Make reservations Mr. and Mrs. William H.(Bill I
by Monday with Mrs. Eli Maupin, Jr., of Murray Route
Alexander 753-3270 or Mrs Fred Eight are the parents of a baby
Schultz 753-2225. Other hostesses boy, William Gregory, weighing
are Mesdames Robert G. Jeffrey, eight pounds, born on Thursday,
Harry Furches, T. C. Collie, June 3, at 1:16 p.m. at the
Kitchell Story, Charles Homra, Murray-Calloway County
Udell Erwin, Allen McCoy, Hospital.
Richard Tuck,--.160 Outland, Cody The new father is employed at
Caldwell, Harold Robertson, and the Murray Division of the
Tappan Company.
Richard Latimer.
The maternal grandparents
The Pottertown Homemakers are Mr. and Mrs. James Blakely
Club will meet at the Holiday Inn of Murray Route Eight and the
paternal grandmother is Mrs.
at ten a.m.
Lori Hughes of California.
Mrs.
The
Harris
Grove Great grandparents are
Homemakers Club will meet at Essie Blakely of Murray Route
Eight, Mrs. Hilda Maupin, South
the Holiday Inn at ten a.m.
8th Street, Murray, and Mr. and
The
New
Concord Mrs.T.J. Murphy, Peggy Ann
Homemakers Club will meet at Drive, Murray.
the Paris Landing State Park at
10:30 am.
The South Pleasant Grove
Homemakers Club will meet at

iPeiugoicals-\\

Mrs. Jimmy Garland of
the home of Mrs. Dennis Boyd at Murray Route Three has been a
patient at Lourdes Hospital,
one p.m
Paducah.
ine Arts and Crafts Club will
meet at the home of Mrs. Carl
Harrison, 215 South 13th Street, Dutch tourism up
THE HAGUE (UPI)
at 2:30 p.m.
Holland's income from tour.
Evening circles of the WSCS of ism rose 25 per cent in 1970
...MASI
the First United Methodist to 1.5 billion, guilders
the government says.
Church -will meet as follows: million),
Visitors to the Netherlands
Hannah with Mrs. Jack Shell, 820 from the
United States in 1970
p.m.;
South 9th Street, at 7:30
topped the half-million mark.
Ruth Wilson with Mrs. Maurice

We are closing our doors, but before we go
we are giving you a chance to save an unbelieveable
amount of money on all merchandise left in the store!

12th & Johnson Blvd.
Murray, Ky.

ALL ITEMS REDUCED
10% TO 30%

WILL EX
Louisville, Ky., June
Baker will be back in
again Thursday, June 10
time to act on this
portunity. Every man
now loosing hair 5110IJ
vantage of this

FREE CONSULTATI
OVARANTEE
You will be given
rantee on a prothe beginning .
Naturally we could
you such a guarantee

ra,t.

OR MORE

work.

CANT NEL
Male pattern banns cause of a great as
cases of Wisest' and
hair loss, for which •
I. effective. Ebb ft
taileda cannot help
are slick bald after
gradual hair loos.
But, if you are no
slick bald, haw can yo
what Is actually cau

You will receive at least a ten per cent discount on everything you buy.
(10% will be deducted from our. ..total bill at the check stand)
Plus hundreds of items will be marked down as much as 50%!

4**

Everything Is On A First Come, First Serve Basis

Frank Moran Show
Pattern Baldness
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Airline gals' wings
fly angels of mercy
By RUTH YOUNGBLOOD Champassak in
southern Laos.
HANA, Hawaii (UPI) - The The large flip
cards with illusfamilies living along the trations on them that
Mekong River call stewardess to bridge the languageshe used
barrier
Carol Dyall "the puppet lady have become another
AMEN 11L-11111
basic tool
of Laos."
LA-41-1
that the girls use along with
L4-LJL LAM:
Her colleague, Marti Lowen- puppet
1111111-1.I
feld, is fondly remembered as health shows to demonstrate
_
Allk-L- U41624_.. -4-1104
the girl "who brings us luck." care. procedures and child
WNWThe two young stewardesses
The villagers showed their
who voluntarily left the comappreciation by christening
forts of home and the glamor Miss
111_ -1-11 -111. 41E1
Lowenfeld "Maratie,
of their high-flying jobs to
IL .
which means "she who brings
ALEIlms
work without pay in Laos
INIKAS
us luck."
brought more than pretty
MIMS
Miss Lowenfeld, now a Pan
smiles to the ailing villagers.
-Sae- -ILAAmerican World Airways
L.114-111111
MOM OMLi
The programs these dediJ.
San.
stewardess trainer in Chicago,
cated women helped launch are
said the Dooley experience so
oda!
s..1.
improving the health of people
shackled by ignorance and changed her life that she plans
.111.411-11111L4st
to get a master's degree and
superstition.
return
to
the
remote
villages
of
Miss Dyall and Miss Lowenfeld were among a group of Asia and teach.
And Miss Dyall, an Eastern
AMRwes. ..i.aft
stewardesses and former steX
.4111 .
wardesses flown to this pic- Airlines stewardess from
-Stunt
turesque Hawaiian resort to Montreal. is on another leave
.
4116.04
- I
111.41111111.4
celebrate the 10th anniversary of absence directing the
4.11.
Dooley
-MIMS
Foundation
Stewardess
.144
NS
se
15(4:if the "Dooley Girls." Each
ztaerved at least- one three-month Program in San Francisco.
Only one out of every three
mastint working for nothing hut
applicants gets to become a
it0Toom and board in Laos,India
"Dooley Girl,", Mies Dyall
,dtior Nepal.
. Since the project was started said, adding that the ones she
selects have already demonby the Thomas A. Dooley strated
their sincerity by doing
Foundation, 190 girls from 26 volunteer work
in their comairlines have taken munities.
leaves-of-absence to "become
volunteer representatives of the
Amnonprofit medical group
loniuned after the young doctor
-Kwho created 17 hospitals and
!medical projects in 12 Asian
fitcountries before his death.
The stewardesses have adapFOR SALK-Many of Penn Central Railroad's mid-Manhattan holdings, currently
-ted to jungle living, endured
for sale by the financially distressed company in an attempt to raise needed cash,
'C'epidemics and lived without
CHICAGO (UPI) - He may
can be seen in the view looking northward up Park Avenue from atop the
modern comforts to work in
railroad's Pan Am Building, also for sale. The holdings include the Waldorf
Asia as hospital aides, teachers, be old enough to vote and to
Astoria.
Fight, but laws in 42 states
and nutrition and sanitation require parental consent
when
, advisers.
an American male under 21
For most, being a "Dooley years old
wants to get married.
Girl" is a once-in-a-lifetime
The same is true in 12 states
experience. But Miss Lowenfor girls under 21.
feld and Miss Dyall hope to
The legal capacity of a permake it a way of life.
son to marry is the same
Puppet therapy
throughout the western world,
Miss Dyall became known as according to Encyclopaedia
By DEREK MAITLAND
These steps proved too much
equal say in the drafting of a
"the puppet lady" when her Britannica, but in the United
Copley News Service
federal constitution.
for the Syrians. A month later,
homemade puppets became States the marriage law is the
For the time being the a txvodless army coup d'etat in
educational tools to.teach cor- exclusive province of each
the
brought
"BEIRUT - Arab unity is a structure is depersonalized: it Damascus
rect health habits. The pretty state.
does not fall under one man's 'republic" to an end.
runette, who pent two terms
The statutory age for mar- will-o'-the-wisp thing.
It exists. It historically has power or -Grand Plan."
in Laos, dressed up hand pup- riage declines when parental
federation
The
new
pets in colorful clothing, con- consent is-obtained. Under this manifested itself in emotional Because of this, its chances of represents a more advanced
structed a stage out of ham- condition all states permit an power and military conquest - success are already somewhat military pact, with Egypt
boo, and tape recorded a series 18-year-old male to get mar- but with the passing of strong greater than that of its only providing its huge Sovietleadership, it has dissipated as modern
predecessor
- backed arsenal, Libya its oil
of skits in_Laggi
ried.
Nasser's ill-fated United Arab.4 royalties and Syria its run•
While DoWy°31ktacli 'diagFor girls the ate hurdle is quickly as it has grown.
Now, there is a new attempt Republic.
nosed and treated the sick, much low,
down -Eastern Front" borer both with and
Formed in 1958, this "fusion" dering Israel. Along with Joint
Miss Dyall put on puppet without parental consent. Such to achieve unity in the form of
shows for the villagers.
consent is required in all states the Federation of Arab -- more than just a federation leadership, the member
i`• "The skits taught them to if a prospective bride is not yet Republics. Only time will tell '-of Egypt and Syria brought countries will retain con-boil the river water before drin- 18. But with approval from whether this anti-Israeli fusion together two countries with no siderable room for individual
king it, how to brush their home she can be legally mar- will go the way of its common border and competing maneuvering: each will be free
underdeveloped economies. to conclude agreements and
teeth and use soap," she said. ried in 37 states if she is only predecessors.
Islam forged the feuding For the Syrians, it meant treaties with other countries
"They had never seen puppets 16.
before and the shows were a
She could be even younger tribes into one of history's greater power and prestige and and to exchange diplomatic
big success and attracted huge than 16 in New Hampshire, greatest empires, only to fall a defense against rival powers representations with them. As
crowds. "Though they live in Alabama, New York, South victim to religious squabbles. in neighboring Jordan and Iraq
et there has been no mention
the shadow of war, the thing Carolina, Texas, Utah, Miss- The Crusades united the - but they soon found_ them- of economic matters.
that throws the Lao most is issippi, North Dakota, -Moslems under Saladin, but selves falling completely under
But there are two potential
sickness. They believe it is Missouri, Oklahoma and Ore- with the infidels driven out, the Nasser's personal rule.
snags
in this otherwise secure
structure
soon
fell
into
caused by evil spirits.
gon if she has parental consent
Within a year and a half arrangement. One is that the
disrepair.
"We teach them the true to wed.
The British, through T E. Nasser had eliminated the three-man Presidential Council
cause of illness, and how to
A 16-year-old male with•parrepublic's prime initiators in would have the right to incare for themselves physically. ental consent can be married in Lawrence, welded the tribes Syria,
the Baath Socialists, and tervene, unasked, with troops
Someday these lessons will 12 states - New Hampshire, into an effective revolt against
transferred their power to to suppress internal disturbeliminate the fear of spirits." Missouri, Colorado, Connec- the Turkish empire in World conservative
business ances in any of the member
Miss Lowenfeld spent a tour ticut, Maine, New York, North War I. But after the victory, the elements
in Nepal, returned to her ste- Carolina, Pennsylvania, South West broke up that union. The Egyptiansand the middle class. states -should the national
wardess job and then became Carolina, Tennessee, Texas and Arab territory was partitioned influential were thrust into government not be in a position
the first "Dooley Girl" sta- Utah. But that's as young as intO states, and Britain and army andgaps in the Syrian to seek federal help." Given the
provincial ad- Ratability of Arab politics, this
tioned in the village of the bridegroom can he, legally. France divided Egypt, Iraq,
(bee not exactly promise future
Jordan, Palestine, Syria and ministration.

Old enough
to ballot,
not marry

Arab Federation trying
to avoid disintegration_

Spooks
analyzed
by priest
By BARRY JAMES
VATICAN CITY (UPI) Spooks, demons and things

that go bump in the night have
found a respectable position at
vsi
Ro
ermtey's Pontifical Lateran Uni-

Frank Moran Shows He-ReGrew Hair He Did Not Have Male
Pattern Baldness

and a continuous barrage of
fighting talk, the anti-Zionist
cause has conflicted with fierce
nationalism among the former
mandates. "Nasserism"
achieved an emotional bond
that cut across national
frontiers. But Camel Abdel
Nasser is now gone.
However, the mere fact that
Nasser is no longer around may
help, rather than hinder, the
latest attempt at Arab unity the Federation of Arab
Republics which has wedded
Egypt, Syria and Libya to a
common anti-Israeli front.
On ffier value there is little to
suggest that it will not meet the
fate of previous Arab unions,
eventually dissolving into internecine strife. Egypt and
Syria already have failed with
one unhappy alliance.
Also, expansion is limited membership being open only to
Arab states which "choose
socialism as their objective."
This presumably cuts out the
kingdoms of Jordan, Saudi
Arabia, Kuwait and Morocco
and the still-feudal Gulf and
Trucial States.
On the other hand, the
members of the federation, as
it now stands, will have equal
rights and representation-the
leadership shared by a
"troika" of their respective
presidents. Each cotmtry will
have tlie right to think twice at
natfbnal referendums to be
held on Sept. 1. and have. an

Factory Tire Outlet
Truck Load Sale

It has an Austrian priest psychiatrist, the Rev. Andrea
Reach, teaching a course in

which such phenomena as poltergeists and possession by demons are seriously considered.
Reach, 37, calls his speciality "paranormology." In a dispassionate tone, he tells students there are some things
that cannot be explained by
normal means,and he examines
"psychic phenomena"--including seances and what happens
during them, water divining,
the levitation and bilocation of
saints, miracle cures, stigmata,
ghosts and even Ouija boards.
Next semester, he promises
2 "practical experiments" in
extra-sensory perception, mental telepathy and spiritualismbut has yet to describe exactly
what he w41 do.
Although the Roman Catholic Church bans participation
in seances, it makes an exception for scientific researchers.
Another man who combined
the priesthood with the study
of the bizarre was the Rev.
Victor Jouet, who died in
Rome in 1912 after having
amassed a unique collection of
finger marks scorched into religious books and other objects.
He believed they were made by
souls in purgatory.
Tormented soul
Jouet began his singular research after a fire destroyed
the main alter of his church.
The priest believed he saw a
tormented soul among the
flames.
After this, Jouet traveled
extensively in Italy, France,
Belgium, Austria and Germany
for earthly evidence of purgatory.
His findings used to be kept
in a museum off the neo-gothic
Sacred Heart church in Rome.
But the present custodians of
the church apparently care
little for the collection, and

have reduced the museum to a
smell showcase. of finsaa•charred objects.
. There is, for example, a
scorched shirt which an explanatory note says was once
the property of Joseph LeLeux

of Belgium.
This unfortunate gentleman,
the note says, was terrified in
1789 by 11 nights of demonic
noises followed by the apparition of his late mother in a
whirlwind of flame. She reproved her son for his dissolute life, so the story goes,
and pleaded with him to have
a mass said for the repose of
her soul, leaving her fiery
fingerprints as a reminder of
her visit.

RACING LAW OKAYED
ALBANY, N.Y. (UPI)-Legislation permitting winter racing
at four harness tracks in New
York State was approved by
the Senate Thursday and
In August, 1961, Nasser solidarity.
Lebanon between themselves
forwarded to the Assembly.
EBB HAIR CONSULTANT
as mandatory rulers on behalf placed the Syrian economy
The proposal affects only
wider full state control, then
Lettuce is a member of the Monticello, Saratoga, Batavia
IN MURRAY THURSDAY
of the League of Nations.
completed
the
family.
depoliticizatiaa- -thistle
Israel and the Palestine
and Vernon Downs raceways.
WILL EXPLAIN HAIR PROBLEMS FREE
cause have brought the Arabs of the country by transferring •
largest
Monticello and Saratoga are the
the
are
Navajos
The
its
provincial assembly and
hair loss? Even if baldness back together under a common
Indian tribe in the United only tracks with an enclosed
executive
committee
to
Cairo.
seems
to
"run
banner.
an
But despite three wars
the family,"
Louisville, Ky., June 8, Mr B.R.
States.
heated grandstand.
this is certainly no proof of the

Baker will be back in Murray, Ky.
again Thursday, June 10. Now is the cause of your hair loss.
Many conditions can cause
time to act on this great op•
portunity. Every man and woman hair loss. No -natter which one
La
causing your hair logs, if you
now loosing hair should take adwait until you are slick Bald
vantage of this
and
your hair roots are dead
FAKE CONSULTATION.
you are beyond help. So, if you
still
have hair on top of
GUARANTEED
You will be given a written your head, and would like to
guarantee on a pro-rated basis stop hair loss and grow more
from the beginning to the end. hair . . . now is the time to do
Naturally we could not give something about it before it's
you such a guarantee if it didn't too late.
work.
FREE CONSULTATION
CAN'T HELP
Male pattern baldness is the Just take a few minutes of your
came of a great majority of time on Thursday, June 10, and go
eases of baldness and excessive to the Holiday Inn in Murray, Ky.
hair loss, for which no method between 1 p.m and 8:30 p.m and
Is effective. Ebb Hair Spec- ask the Desk Clerk for B.R. Baker,
ialists cannot Yelp those who room number.
There is no charge or
are Mick bald after years et
obligation all consultations are
rradost hair low
But, if you are not already private, you will not be em•
slick bald, hew can you be sure barrassed in any way.
what is actually causing your
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Payment
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•
.
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Rogers Morton sees
new era for Indians

Medic Alert

Emblems Proving Lifesavers

By JOHN PINKERMAN
Copley News Service
SAN DIEGO — The American Indians, often called the
nation's most neglected minority, are on the threshold of a
new era of self-determination,
in the opinion of Secretary of
the Interior Rogers C. B. Morton.
Tall, white haired, deeply
tanned and fingering a copper
"arthritis" bracelet on his
right wrist, Morton responded
to a wide variety of questions
posed by the board of editors in
an interview here. However, he
dealt at length with what he
called a new and enlightened
policy regarding Vie Indians.
"I think we're at the dawn of
a whole new philosophy as far
as the welfare of the Indians is
concerned and regarding their
participation in their own affairs," he said. "We are going
about this gradually so that the
Indians will develop a sense of
responsibility, a sense of activism that is not militantly
oriented but more management oriented within.the Indian
community.
"One of the problems, of
course, is that the situation is
different with Indians on and
off the reservation. In all
candor, it is difficult for the Department of Interior to reach
out for the Indian who is off the
reservation."
Morton, while confident that
the program of self-determination will succeed, sees it as a
long-range goal. "Yes," he
said, "we will have the reservation system in some form for
a long time and federal participation in Indian affairs for a
long time." He said the Indians
are accepting the start of new
responsibilities — "maybe not
to the degree and not at the rate
we would like, but certainly
they are accepting it and the
thing we've got to make sure is
that they are trained to manage
the responsibility.
"We're making every effort
to do that."
Morton also said that great
care is being taken to prevent
damage to wildlife and other
aspects of the natural environment in the Alaskan oil pipeline; that his thrust is aimed at
preserving more wilderness
forest and wild areas; and that
local as well as federal agencies have a vital responsibility
in protection of primitive
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111
'
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A policeman checks the Medic Alert bracelet of an auto accident victim to dimirmins what aid is needed immediately.

By MICHAEL REMAS
written li•pecuilly for Central Press and This Newspaper
IN A SMALL MIDWESTERN town recently, a diabetic collapsed on the street. A tiny emblem he wore on a wrist bracelet
helped save his life. The man was wearing a Medic Alert emblem,
which alerted police to his plight and assured that he would receive proper treatment for his illness.
Such instances are not new for the 400,000 members of Medic
Alert, an organization founded 15 years ago by Dr. Marion C.
Collins at Turlock, Calif., to help persons who may require medical aid for Illnesses not apparent to rescuers and physicians, especially when they travel.
Dr. Collins' organization is an outgrowth of an incident in
which his daughter Linda, a renowned amateur golfer around blem wearers increase at the
San Francisco, nearly suc- rate of some 1.000 weekly. The
cumbed to a reaction following organization also has expanded
a scratch test for tetanus anti- abroad, with affiliations in such
countries as Canada, New Zeatoxin.
Reasoning there are others land, Belgium, Mozambique, the
with similar problems. he de- Netherlands, Rhodesia, South
signed his emblem, engraved Africa, England, Ireland, Zamwith the words Medic Alert bia, the Philippines, and West
around the Staff of Ae;culapius, Mik
Medic Alert members in some
the wand-recognized medical
symbol, to warn that the wear- of these nations plus hundreds
er may have an allergy, diabe- in the U.S. have written to Dr.
te3, epilepsy, a heart condition, Collins. explaining how the tiny
necklace or bracelet has helped
or some other illness.
save their livea.
• • •
With hundreds of persons
THE EMBLEM'S reverse side
lists the wearer's problem. idea- joining this fast-growing, lifetificatIon number, and telephone saving organization weekly —
number of Medic Alert head- law enforcement groups across
quarters in Turlock. Emergency the land are themselves being
calla to Turlock may be mace alerted—alerted to watch for
"collect" from any place in the Medic Alert bracelets or neckworld. Once a caller reque3ts lace3 upon accident victims.
If you or someone you know
information to aid a member.
the organization speeds its re- would like to join Medic Alert
turn via a computerized central you can do so by writing to
Medic Alert Foundation. Turanswering file.
In addition to those with un- lock, Calif. 95380.
apparent illnesses, Medic Alert
bracelets or necklaces also are Texas Ionia
— etion
worn by such persons as contact
ARLINGTON,
Tex. (UPI)
lens wearers and Scuba divers,
and individuals who wish to do- — Six Flags (liver Texas, a
nate their vitai organs to med- giant amusement park, has atical science upon death, when tracted 16 million persons—
quick notification is important. more than one and a half times
• • •
the Texas population—since it
ESTIMATES are that the em- opened in 1961.
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THURSDAY, JUNE 10
10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

WARD-ELKINS
Murray, Ky.

7
areas.
Some of the questipns and
answers in the interview
follow!

Q. How do you see the evolution in nuclear power in the
face of some of the almost unthinking opposition that we
have today?
A. We just have to go ahead
with generation of nuclear
power even though we haven't
worked out all of the difficulties. We've got to work hard:toward a better reactor. The
breeder reactor could come in
the 1980s.

Jimmy Hafa's chart
shows defiance, charm

got the guts to enforce it?
Q. Is this a local responsibility?
A. It's an everywhere responsibility. There is no way
the federal government can enforce zoning activities and
building permit activities in
tecal communities. Local authority has to do that.

By HERB STANTON
Copley News Service

Question: Jimmy Hoffa
what makes him tick' He
seems to have enough gall for
three ordinary men."
Answer: James Riddle
Hoffman was born Valentine's
Day, 1913, in Brazil, Ind. His
Q. The total Forest and Park
Service budget for next year is middle name was well chosen.
like Russia, this man is a riddle
about 8846 million. Part is in
the Agriculture Department, wrapped in an enigma. And.
and part is the interior Depart- like Russia, we haven't heard
ment. Is there any advantage the last of
A solar chart for our man
in consolidating them?
places his Sun in Aquarius, in
Q. Considering population
A. The President has four
growth, is it practical to have bills before Congress that pro- highly favorable aspect to his
mass
i unions,
the gasoline engine?
vide for massive reorganiza- Pluto
movements). His Sun is with
A. You have built an infra- tion of seven Cabinet departMercury, which was another
structure in this country that is ments into four. One of those
gasoline-engine oriented. If you four is the Department of Na- strong clue, on his date of birth.
could find a power cell that tural Resources. The Depart- that this child would be involved with transport or
would do the job economically ment of Natural Resources
communications. ( Hoffa's
you would make great strides would include the present InTeamsters' Union has a virtual
but it will be an evolutionary terior Department, the Forest
stranglehold on shipment if
process rather than a revolu- Service, the Soil Conservation
goods into this country.)
tionary process so far as elimi- Service, the civilian planning
Astrology assigns a man with
nating the gasoline engine is and funding of the Corps of EnHoffa's Sun placement the key
gineers, the plowshare and
concerned.
word "defiant." One has only to
civilian components of the
Atomic Energy Commission, recall those television news
Q. In the San Bernardino Na- plus functions like the Water
clips of a fist-waving Hoffa to
tional Forest there is a plan to Resources Council. This is the
realize how apt is this key
build 3,700 houses on 2,300 acres first step Once you achieve
word. Hoffa's Sun tells us he
of the most beautiful part of the that step, you can begin to
would break with established
forest. The people who are unif We spend an awful
customs and make daring
lot of
fighting against the project say our time now in interagency coinnovations. With it all, here is
it is practically impossible to Tdination and debate.
a man of some charm — when
get this land restored to public
he wants to use it. I Lord Byron
use because you may get it auand John Barrymore had the
thorized but you never get an
planet Venus in the same
place.'
appropriation. Is there any
solution to this dilemma?
Mercury's role in this chart
was to indicate a man who
A. We are buying private
would act, rather than talk.
holdings in the park areas as
SINGAPORE (UPI) — A about his ideas. Venus, ruler of
fast as we can within the allocation that we have. This person who enters a public love and affection, is in his
year, funds for conservation of park sober but gets drunk while solar house of money. It is no
there must' leave, under the accident• that Hoffa unland on the waterfronts is $300 new
locul government regula- derstands money and all its
million.
tions, 1971.
uses, although he affects
That is up from $100 million,
Other taboos are "undres- humility by wearing suits off
so we are in a better position sing so
as to appear naked in the rack. Venus here also
than before. In our favor is the the view
of the public;" points to an unusual career and
fact that the congressional atti- preaching, making political
or to a man who wavers from one
tude is better. I really believe other speeches;
gambling;noise- extreme to another.
for the first time that Congress making such as playing
musical
Because we do not have his
really means it. But you are not instruments; using
obscene or exact birth hour, we speculate
going to solve the problem by unbecoming language;
begging, that Hoffa's Moon is with the
the federal government buying littering, soliciting or commitDevil Star, Caput Algol. It fits
land, the only way that we are ting
nuisance.
the man and his life, to date.
going to have open space that
Offenders are liable to fines This is the hallmark of a man
will sustain the kind of populaaup to $166.
who is working out a "karmic
tion densities that are developdebt' in his lifetime. It also
ing is through a land use planThe United States leads the tells us he is authoritative, even
ning that has enough guts and
dictatorial, with those around
world
in pork production.
enough discipline and enough
him
•• *
local authority to enforce the
Saturn s location in late
patterns. The question is who's
Vermont supplies more
Taurus has a special meaning
marble than any other state.
for an astrologer Hoffa is
•••
secrt'tls superstitious He has a
There are about 350 species deep respect for unseen forces
of woodpeckers.
and believes in his own
manifest destiny The favor of

No-no s
for park

Mars, bestowed on his Moon
and Saturn, foretold the force
and violence which accompanied his rise to power
Sadly. it also foretold his
evelltual downfall and Imprisonment
Pluto lends its enormous
strength to the mixture known
as Jimrns Hoffa Among other
influences. Pluto rules crime,
the underworld and unions. It is
one more element a splash of
dark color, in this portrait of a
man who nusued his undoubted
gifts. Neptune in the same
department of his chart is a
clue that Hoffa could have used
deception in obtaining power.
Oddly enough it was Jupiter
Good Luck • ‘‘hich most
clearly pointed to Hoffa's fate.
.Jupiter nia be found in the
ninth degree of Capricorn,
which indicates a person who is
restricted or confined in some
manner. The fact that Venus
which rules creature comforts I is in good aspect to
Jupiter, is borne out by Hoffa's
many privileges during confinement, including his recent
'vacation" from jail to visit the
ailing Mrs. Hoffa.
This year, Pluto opposes
Hoffa's progressed Mercury.
Now, what does that mean, in
plain English? It forecasts that
our man will receive bad news
or have a misfortune while
traveling. I His most recent
request for parole was denied
by the Board of Pardons. I
Grim Saturn, which is Fate's
bill-collector, is making its
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In Promotion Referendum
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PLAZA HITS CENSORS
NEW YORK (UPt)—Galo
Plaza, secretary general of the
Organization of American
States, said today denial of
freedom of the press was a
denial of "one of the most
precious of human rights."
"The absence of that freedom
creates_a vacuum_ in whieh
rumors proliferate and serious.
ly confuse public opinion.'
Plaza said in a statement
released by ,Inter American
Press As.sociation marking
day as Freedom of the Prf,
Day
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A producer referendum on the lambs 'through advertising,
I ANTIC/ A
CARNIVAL WITH
wool and lamb
market- merchandising, and education,"
l'EfT6tMI4T
PAM,
deveopment program will be held Hall said. "The promotion
AND I LEARNED
June 7 through 18 by mail.
program is carried out under an
53METHiN6...
"Any wool producer in agreement made between the
Calloway County who has owned Secretary of Agriculture and the
sheep 6 months of age or older for American Sheep Producers
at least 30 consecutive days Council ( ASPC
during 1970 may cast a ballot in "Producers have voted 4
the referendum," said 011ie C. similar agreements into effect
Hall, Chairman of the Calloway since 1955. For the agreement to
Nancy
County Agricultural Stabilization be extended through 1973, the
and Conservation ASC Com- June.
referendum
must
--- IT'S A
mittee.
show approval nationally by at
The mail referendum will be least two-thirds of the producers KEEP QUIET-BACK-SEAT
conducted by ASCS County of- voting or by producers having at IF THERE'S ONE
DRIVER
flees. Ballot may be mailed in or least two-thirds of the producers
THING 1 CAN'T
producers may cast their vote by voting,or by producers having at
STAND -4110.
coming into their ASCS county least two-thirds of the volume of
46,b
office.
represented
by
wool production
The outcome of the referendum the vote.
"
'AL
will determine whether or not "If a new agreement is not I
AI
tfikme•
deductions from wool payments approved by producers, no
rim4 IA0
to producers will be continued deductions will be withheld from
Hall said. The deductions,as wool
1971
on
payemnts
JUNE 8
authorized in the National Wool marketings. The ASPC would
s ow
Act, would be up to 14i cents a continue only as long as the
pound on wool and Pt cents a present reserve fund permits or
Colonials
hundred weight • on unshorn until some other agreement The
1 TRUEBLOOD
lambs, the rates for,lbe past 5 might
YOU
I
approved
by
be
PISTOLS ANC
,
COWARDLY MAC A RON I
years.
C044.6.EIZS
producers."
pop •-• CHOOSE YOUR testE.ARNS r
"These deductions are used to The Chairman said the ballots
enlarge the market for wool and are being mailed to all known
wool and lamb producers in the
•••
area. Ballots may be mailed to
#St
e°
the county ASCS office or
4
- ••
•
...
'
141rri 400 9
delivered in person, as soon as
ON
TPS:
„4fre t
they are received. Ballots must
I,
"
•0
1
°411
reach the county office no later
*Zip
6
•
4117(e
';
ANN%
than close of business onJune ig
in order to be counted.
SATURDAY
0404,
III 4P4,
••41•
0
7'ejk
04
,Ne 'lie
1
ICU,
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BANS C1GGIE MACHINE
OKLAHOMA CITY (UFO—
Oklahoma Health Commissioner
Leroy Carpenter has ordered
the cigarette vending machine
removed from the Health
Department cafeteria and an
antismoking sign put on the
wall in its place.
"The cigarette machine formerly in thie location was
removed because cigaretths
have been found hazardous to
health and we are in the
business of promoting health;"
the sign reads.

handcrafted quality

This Week Only!

99„

rounds in Hoffa's horoscope.
expect disapHe
may
pointment, even heartaches.
around May or June, 1971,
when Father Saturn makes a
rare return visit to its natal
place. Astrology teaches us
that, if a person did not learn
and profit from the "spanking"
he received around age 30, then
he will get a double dose of
karmic castor oil on the second
go-round.
From these indicators, we
are confident that Hoffa is not
out of the woods, yet. He is in
for some long, agonizing
sessions of reappraising his
life, as 1971 moves on. The stars
show he will find comfort in
religion.
In two more years, Venus
will make a brilliant aspect to
Hoffa's Jupiter. This should
mark a time for rejoicing for
this strange, power-driven
child of the Fates.

Nor

SPECIAL 11 a.m.-2 p.m.
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SERVICES OFFERED

FIVE-6 FOOT modern floor
cases. Two-4 foot modern floor
cases. Suitable for any type of
retail business. Phone 7531231.
J11C

SERVICES OFFERED

._ 041•111.01011110 ust.0411110.04011.-0-4IMi.04Mint , AIM.0

F

ALSO
SERVING
KENTUCKY
and
BAR KLEY
LAKES

TUXEDO RENTAL
ALL BY AFTER SIX
All Tuxedos In Stock
Only Delay ... Alterations

• Weddings
• Parties
• Dances
No Matter what social event
you're planning, we have what you
want. See us for your TUXEDO.

The College Shop

4
4 Open 8:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m. Weekdays
4
8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. Saturdays
4
4
North 15th Street Murray, Ky.
4
Across From MSU Library
Phone 753-3242

LADIES HAVE fun!! Make extra
money. $35.00 to $50.00 weekly.
No investment, no delivery. Part
or full time. Phone 753-2378 for
appointment.
J8C
COLLEGE GIRLS; high school
girls; nine full or part time
openings.
experience
No
necessary, we train. Excellent
earnings. _For_ interview appointment call 753-1711.
JIIC

ATTRACTIVE BRICK home in
choice location. Three bedrooms,
plus study or office, two baths,
family room with fire-place, all
built-in kitchen with lots of
cabinet space, 2 car garage.
Draperies stay, established yard.
City school district. 1702 Audubon
Drive (Keenland Subdivisionnear new high school). Call 7538459 or 753-9368 for apJ9C
pointment.

REWARD!

BOY WANTED
IMMEDIATELY
FOR

NEW TWO bedroom, all electric THREE
ROOM
furnished
trailer, has carpet throughout. apartment in a duplex. No pets or
Located on private lot. Phone 497.- children. One door from college
9785.
J10C campus. Phone 753-4342 for information.
J8C
THREE ROOM furnished house
with bath, electric heat, air NICE FURNISHED apartment
conditioner, garage. On Benton for college girls-summer and fall.
Highway inside city limits. Phone 753-5106 after 5:00 p.m. TF
MUST SELL 14 Ft. Run-A-Bout,
Married couple preferred. No
35 H.P. motor. 14 Ft. Terry Bass
pets. Phone 753-6632.
J10C
TRAILER. SEE Brandon Dill at boat with 35 H.P. motor. Phone
FURNISHED
J1OC
APARTMENTS Dill's Trailer Court after 4:00 753-8964.
for summer and fall. Air- p.m.No phone calls please. J8C
POODLES,
TOY
black
and
white.
conditioned, washers and dryers
available. Zimmerman Apart- ONE BEDROOM furnished Chinchillas, $154/0 each and
equipment. Phone 753ments, South 16th Street, phone apartment. Air-conditioned.
1862.
June24C
401 Maple St
753-3642
753-6609.
J10C Close to campus. Couples or
mature adults only. Also two AKC MINIATURE Schnauzers
FURNISHED TWO bedroom bedroom duplex, carpeted, male. Shots and wormed. Good
apartment. Air-conditioned. Also central air and beat, washer, Pedigree. Phone 753-k171.
J8C H&R USED Furniture Store will
open Tuesday, June 8, 4 miles out
small apartment for girls. 1614 dryer. Stove and refrigerator .
Main.Phone 753-3106.
J14C Available June 1. Furnished or REDUCE SAFE & fast with on Concord Road. Furniture of all
GoBese Tablets dr E-Vap "water kinds and lots of antiques. Phone
unfurnished. Call 753-9135 or 753pills". Holland Drug Store. J9C 753-4716.
Ji0C
12' ,WIDE AIR-Conditioned 4478.
NOTICE
J1OC
NOTICE
mobile home, located Waldrop
7:14
CAMPER
TRAILER,
rellilleo4m004
1•11.040119041=t1Willnk04M1h0111.11.04Mt04=1
Court, 4th and Sycamore Phone
TWO BEDROOM apartment. located on Irvin Cobb Road. MOBILE HOME & boat in753-5953.
J9P furnished. Near University
surance.
Broad
coverage.
Low
Phone 753-1915.
J9P rates.
Excellent claim service.
Phone 753-7550 after 5:00 p.m.
NATIONAL HOTEL; large office J10C
16 FT. Fiber glass boat with tilt See us before you buy. Galloway
South Fulton, Tennessee
space on Main Street. Inquire at
trailer and 40 H.P. Johnson Insurance & Real Estate Agency.
motor, electric starter, $695. Call Phone 753-5642.
Hotel desk.
JIIC
-Julv7C 1 Friday
TWO BEDROOM unfurnished 436-5548.
J8P
FOR SALE
12 Member Group 5 Horns, 4 Rhythm,
house, 4 miles out on Lynn Grove
THREE FURNISHED rooms and
Highway. Phone 753-1299.
J8C
-emmanew
3 Singers
bath. Private entrance. Nice and
,
VACATION TIME BIBLE SCHOOL
clean. Phone 753-6898.
J8C
ks We Have Shorts, Easy Care Clothes
FURNISHED APARTMENT for
141.F.V.VELEss DBEeye.
tifeiez,
TWO EtEDROO?il furnished ccAleite boys Swirlier and fall
duplex apartment, one block off semester. Phone 753-5108 after
teEast tate Line
So. Fulton, Tenn.
THE YOUTH SHOP
14173.
TFC
campus. Air-ronditioned, car- 5:00 p.m.
,04......a.a.m..o.awo4mwo.m.o•mwoimoo4
$04 MAIN
peted. Available now. 809 North
BEHIND PEOPLES BANK
16th Street. Phone 753-5140. J8C
14'4
LOST & FOUND
WANT TO LEASE
AN)
:rho' tint aditermsernenis
in appear in an America',
LOST:WOMAN'S tan, leather
AIR-CONDITIONED
isterepver were published
apart- WANT TO LEASE; Burley
10 TO 29 PER CENT OFF ON MANY ITEMS
billfold in Big K. Papers
In lb. Re•.tan News-Letter
ments. Inexpensive. Phone • 753- Tobacco base. Phone 435in 1704.
voluble. Reward. Call collect
REGISTER FOR FREE HOT PANTS
8365.
J8C 5423
247-3991, Paryear,Tean.
JINC

Hughes Paint
Store

APPLY AT

THE LEDGER& TIMES
RAY'S LOUNGE

Nite, June 11: "The Mudd"

t•

I REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

EXTRA NICE 10:56 mobile
WANTED
BUY
home,furnished, air-conditioned,
BACKHOE
DOZER
carpeting, automatic washer. WANT TO BUY; logs and
SERVICE
SERVICE
TRUCK DRIVERS
Also porch and light pole. Phone standing timber. Also have for
TWO BEDROOM house with 5/
1
2
(Straight or Semi)
474-2311.
J9C sale lumber and sawdust.
TRENCHING
acres, East of Midway. Phone
Murray Saw Mill and Lumber
Experience helpful but not
753-7201.
J8C
WATER LINES
necessary. Can earn extremely
GIBSON ELECTRIC guitar, 500 Co. Phone 753-4147.
TFC
piggy back amplifier. 1951 GMC
after
pay
high
training,
short
for
FAST,
EFFICIENT SERVICE
AUTOS FOR SALE
100':200' LAKE LOT at Keniana
pick up with new engine. Phone
local and over-the-road hauling.
Shores for only $795.00. $10.00
CHEVELLE
MALIBU.
1971
437-4447.
NATION
WIDE SEMI
Write:
J14P
down and $10.00 per month.
Power steering, air-conditioning,
DIVISION, 171 New Circle Road,
Phone 436-5582.
J12C
ATTRACTIVE TWO bedroom 2 door hardtop. Vinyl roof, V8,
N. E., Lexington, Kentucky 40505
mobile home, 12x44, all electric, turbo-hydromatic automatic
J9C
or call 606-299-6912.
NOTICE
P.O. Box 483
under paneled, clean, neat, transmission. Less than 200
miles.
Bought
new in Murray.
WANTED EXPERIENCED
modern. Must see to appreciate.
Murray, Kentucky 42071
A11111111111k
mechanic. Good salary; holiday
By appointment only. Phone 753- Priced to sell. Phone 492-8722. J9C
HAPPY BIRTIMAY
Phone (502) 7519807
pay; vacation pay. 45 hours per
8844 after 6:00 p.m.
J1INC 1962 VOLKSWAGE
N, $295.00.
Mamie
0.mse0nsen.o.emi.041InhOsMIlk04Mh041M110.041M1h041Mg week. Apply in person, @viers
Phone 753-9331 after 6:00p.m.
Auto Repair,209 South 7th. TFC
HONDA
90,
Lem
Honda
65, J10C
FURNITURE REFINISHING. PIANOS AND ANTIQUE organs
Bridgestone 90. Your choice,
Your
Girls
All work guaranteed. Free rebhilt, refinished, restyled, INCOME TOO small? With full or
$125.00. Phone 753-2263.
J1OP 1956 CHEVROLET
pick-up with pickup and delivery Free tuning and repairs. Jetton & Dyer part time Rawleigh Home Sercattle racks. Phone 435-5423. J1OP estimate. Antique
or natural Piano Sales and Service. Cuba vice Plan, many earning $3
7 H.P. TRACTOR type riding
finish. Jerry McCoy.753Road, Mayfield, Ky. Phone 328- hourly and up. Write giving Include your address!
lawn mower. Good condition.
1957 WHITE CHEVROLET. 3045.
Phone 753-4168 between 7 and 5 or
JunelOC 8522. Hours, 5:00 to 8:00 p.m., phone No.: Ray Harris, Rawleigh
LANSING, Mich. (UPI) Phone 753-7722.
J10C
(
4 Closed Wednesday), 10:00 to Co., Freeport, Illinois or call More than 2,000 persons who
call 753-6226 after 5:30.
J1OC
*ATTENTION HOME owners: Let
4:00 Saturday.
June 14C 815-232-4161 between 8 and
have written for the 1971
64 PONTIAC TEMPEST con- us completely cover your home
4.30
J10C Michigan highway map failed
1969 TRIUMPH 650, extra
vertible. Needs work,$75.00. Also with Reynolds weather tight STUD SERVICE,MCC registered
to furnish an address where
chrome. Sharp. Phone 753-7242
62 Thunderbird, looks and runs aluminum siding. Also we do Irish setter with champion back
the map should be sent, says
after 4:00p.m.
•
J1OP good,$150.00.
aoffitt and overhangs on brick. ground. Phone 753-7484, after 4:00
Phone 753the Michigan Highway DepartJ10C
J1OC Storm windows & door, shutters p.m.
ment.
25 WATT GUITAR amplifier with 9992.
and carports. Free estimates.
Requests for the new map
reverb and treble. Phone 753PAINTING:
INTERIOR
and
1968 CAMEFt0 327 automatic. Call Garland's Aluminum Serhave passed the 25,000 mark
3795.
J10C Gold with black vinyl
exterior.
Fast
service.
roof, power vice, Route 1, Kirksey, 489-2427 or
since it cams. off the presses
nnnnn knowing tk•
steering. Phone 753-7217 before Sedalia 328-8398.
Junel8C References. Phone 312-2299. TFC
March 1. The department has
whereabouts of an IndividPENTA TREATED lumber.
ual who tits the following
5:00 or see at 306North 6th. JIOC
2 million maps for free disResistant to rot and termites.
WILL DO baby sitting in your
description:
tribution.
DOZING, $8.00 per hour, 3 hour
Ideal for boat docks and any 1970 CHEVELLE SS.
• Has own car and 6 to S
J12C minimum. International dozer.
Power home. Phone 753-2580.
* * *
spare hours weekly
weather exposed uses. Murray steering, disc brakes, astro
Phone 753-8548 after 5:00p.m.
• Very interested in extra
Lumber Co., Maple Street, ventelation, power windows, tilt WILL ADDRESS envelope
income opportunity
Summer playground
..111C
Murray,Kentucky.
ITC wheel, factory tape player, turbo Phone 753-5407.
• Not interested in making
J10C
NASSAU, Bahamas (UPI)
personal
sales
calls
hydromatic transmission. White
One feature of a special
•
Wishes
to
establish
own
HORNBUCKL
E'S
8'x12'it6'6" TENT with floor. Like with black vinyl top with black WILL BUSHHOG vacant lots
BARBER
business
summer-long
Nassau
and
new. Best offer. Phone 753stripes. Cowl induction hood. inside city limits. Reasonable Shop, open 3:00 p.m.- 10:00 p.m.
• Has $900 to $9000 availParadise Island festival will be
through
3683.
Frlitay,
able to inveut in future
J14C Phone 753-7736 after 5:00 p.m. or rates. Contact Joey West, 753- Tuesday
dancing in the streets to the
Saturday, 11:00 8 7:00.
Please fill la coupon below.
see Gary Turner.
beat of Goornbay-a combinJ10C 3798.
J10C Monday. Boy's haircut,Close
We
mik
a
rapidly
expand75e.
BULL DOZER,tilt trailer, in ton
ation of goatskin drums, stick
ing
national
corporation
Men's
haircut, $1.00. Horn.
Chevy 50' truck. All for $2,500.00.
NOTICE
looking for lust such a perhitting stick, ordinary saws
WE MOW Yards! ! Phone 753- buckle's Barber Shop, 213 Spruce
All in excellent condition. Phone'ELEc-rRoLux sALEs
son. Our distributors who
scraped with long nails, and
& setoff/124e 436-5588.
J8P Street. Phone 753-7742.
purchase
and
servkii
ear
TFNC
un753-8548 after 5:00 p.m.
JI1C
'-shkk-shiks (stants in guards).
usual Talking Vending Mavice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M.
The rilkultant sound, indigenchines
are
rapidly
growing
ALL
travel
?OR
TRACTOR-will
home
your
Sanders,
HAVE
Far.
alterations,
phone
382-2468,
MUST SELL immediately; clean
ous to the Bahamas, will be
from part-tim• to full-thew
remodeling,
Estimates.
etc.
small.
Free
Lawns mowed, large or
operators. W. ••cur• all
pat of a mammoth Goontbay
1963 black Volkswagen sedan mington,Kentucky. June29NC
June30C Phone 753-4874.
Phone 753-6123.
J9C
your locations and train and
Festival scheduled between
with good tires, good motor, good
ATTENTION! NOW you are able
counsel you so that you may
June 13 and Sept. 12.
paint. Also 26 inch girl's bicycle. to
HELP WANTED
HELP WANTED
begin to inlay a Profitable
purchase quality plants,
* * *
Phone 753-8915.
part-time business immodlJ11C flowers, shrubbery and dwarf
crtely. Vending Is a growing
fruit trees,from Stark's Brothers
SS-billion market and we
CARPET A fright? Make them Nursery, the largest nursery in
would like to help you MLincoln Arius
beautiful with Blue Lustre, rents the United States. We have five
eows a part of this prod'.
HODGENVILLE,Ky.(UPI)
able area and gain a fuel
new electric shampooer $1.00, kinds of International award
- The log cabin birthplace of
reward.
Western Auto, home of "The Winning Roses. All plants and
Abraham Lincoln is enclosed
1111.11...11111.11
Wishing Well."
J9C etc., guaranteed for one full year.
in a granite memorial shrine
YENDA TALKER, INC.
at the Lincoln Birthplace
Also for your convenience we
2800W. Mockingbird Lana
Dallas, Texas 75235
National Historic Site here.
1971 HARLEY DAVIDSON have expreienced personnel to
I se interested In ewe inferrimilm
The grounds include 100 acres
Sportster motorcycle. Phone 753- take care of your pruning,
stout making money in tin meting
business I have a car snd 6.8 hears
of the Thomas Lincoln family
8772 days or 753-8261 after 6:00 planting, landscaping and
per wet spore tune.
farm where Abraham lived
p.m.
J9C preparing flower beds. For more
(=I I can invest men $9P0
until the age of two.
13 I cm invest an,$9000.
information call 753-6051.
J9C
Nam
MILLIONS OF rugs have been
OVERWEIGHT? WEIGHT Loss
Address
cleaned with Blue Lustre. It's
guaranteed or your money back.
Caribbean mules
sum
City
America's finest. Rent electric
Phone Shapemakers, 753Ptwee
MONTREAL (UPI) - The
shampooer $1.00. Big K.
J12C 2962.
Juls.13C
Dept 6479
Empress of Canada will operEMPIRE GAS floor furnace,
OPEN: MANAGEMENT position ate eight Caribbean cruises out
As of June 8, 1971, I, Robert E.
. with
$50.00. Inquire at 1618 West
of hardware business. 'Send of New York next winter
Edwards, will not be responsible
Main.
resume to P.O. Box 32 X,Murray, emphasis on special group and
J9C for any debts
other than my
family rates, CP Steamships
Kentucky.
M9C
own.
reports. The program will inJ1OP
1968 DUO RUN-A-BOUT, 55 H.P.
WANTED: CLEANING help for clude six cruises of 10 days or
Evinrude motor, stereo tape,
resort in Aurora, Ky. Phone 474- more and two short cruises
boat cover, heavy duty trailer.
ranging from four to six days.
=18for appointment.
J8C
Phone 753-6877.
J8P

PAPER
ROUTE

60n,
t-S14114

HELP WANTED

Conway Construction Co.

4
4

4
4
4
4
4

FOR SALE

FURNISHED 12:50 Trailer. Two
bedroom, air-conditioned, car- MUST SELL! ! Living room
pet, fenced in yard and un- suite plus additional furniture.
derpinning. Phone 753-7854. J14C Phone 753.4853.
J8C

4

ators, we
Dffa is not
L. He is in
agonizing
Using his
. The stars
omfort in

FOR SALE
GRANDMOTHER CLOCK, 6'4",
Cherry wood. Excellent condition. Kawasaki 100 cc Trail or
race bike. Phone 753-9575. J1OP

4

HINE
Y
rnmissioner
as ordered
ig machine
le Health
ria and an
nit on tbe
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College & Young At Heart Groups
RAES LOUNGE

Crossword Puzzle

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
0030 MOB 00B
4 Bound
5 Hostelry
00MG 0003 UOM
1 Male sheep
6 Indefinite
BO MOMM OUB
4 Crown
article
MO BOOM M000
9 Once around
7 Hindmost
0003 01000 00B
track
8
Dart
12 Mohammedan
00000 MOO OM
9 Jumped
name
0300013 200000
10 Girl's name
13 Interior
OB MOB0 000110
14 Compass point 11 Edible seed
OOM MOO U030
15 Hurry
16 Youngster
02100
OMM0 OM
17 Mysteries
18 Rerneved
000 BOOM OM
19 Young boy
center from
000
OM=
MOM
20 Languish
20 Precious stone
003 B000 BOOM
21 Hurried
21 Extra
23 Chinese mile 22 Boy attendants
24 mulct
23 Falsifier
33 Latin
45 Fashion
conjunction
27 Cushion
46 Music as
25 Positive pole
written
36 Put away for
28 Inlets
26 Mattress
47 Bushy clump
safekeeping
stuffing
30 Girl's name
Evergreen tren
38 Charge with gas 48
28 Football
31 Symbol for
49 Ship channe.
position (abbr.) 40 LAISSO
Silver
SO Guido S hip
29 Blemish
32 Branded
42 Equality
note
34 Opus (abbr.) 32 Cubic meter
44 Among
53 A state (ebb, I
35 Remainder
3 E:: 4
7
B :::::: 9
10 11
37 Underground
ee
a6
part of plant
7•7•)
17
*.01:03
°'
14
38 Fuss
:•:•.•
1111
:
$
39 Chemical
17
is
compound
:7•7*.
•
41 Symbol for
19
AWN'
nrton
.%•:
AWee
!sMs:;.•.!
44.!
42 Sly look
0
21 0
2
.
2
.:•:• 23•:•:•::24
25
43 Mountain
Oen.
44.1
nymph
27
':•:•:. TS
45 Deface
46 Brook
ACROSS

a

1

A

a

a

K.::

a

VW

4X

Food_for animals
51 Pedal digit
52 Shy
54 Hindu cymbals
55 Surn up
56 Worship
57 Gieeli letter
DOWN
I Cheer

2 A state Web,
3 Dectirkt

•-•-•:: 3a II
.....
a a .......
::::::••
.v.,,.
40
1
a
4W
54V5e
k•-.r
44
:
i i•.,.: 45
V
SO

47

51

troCe: 52
• 5.6
0:

55
Di ti

hv

• I. i.
.
6,:::
49 50
:•:-•:.isUUU
WC 54
53UU
or.
ier.'ull
Agill.
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SPACE AGE REPORT

Apollo planners
call for money

Funeral Is Held
For Mr. Parker

John G. Poole
Dies Monday

Quotes
From Th.
News

Today's Stock
Market

Funeral services for Burgess
NEW YORK(UPI)—The stock
Parker, Jr., of 1321 Main Street,
John Garner Poole of Fox
market opened lower on
Murray, were held this morning Meadows Trailer Court, Murray,
at 10:30 at the chapel of the J. H. died suddenly Monday at 7:46 By United Press International moderate tunover today.
ShorUy after the opening, the
• urchin Funeral Home with p.m. at the emergency room of KARIMPUR, India — Police
BhattarchAmal
Jones industrial average
i• v. William M. Porter and Dr.
Inspector
Dow
the Murray-Calloway County Sgt.
collection of bodies was off 0.38 at 922.68. Declines
the
on
. C. Chiles officiating.
irjee
Hospital.
refugees who died edged advances, 126 to 94,
Pallbearers were James
Poole,age 59, was striken at • Lakistan
Larry
Waldrop,
among the 326 issues on the
Burr
arker,
Grand Tour. It envisions spaceBy FRANK MACOMBER
home and rushed by ambulance • cholera:
craft passes at possibly 27 Parker, Groover Parker, Asher to the emergency room where he "You can't imagine what it tape.
Military-Aerospace Writer
here, Jersey Standard surrendered
planets or planetary satellites.
was like. Thirty ( bodies)
arris, Wells Overbey, R. T. expired a short time later.
Copley News Service
I
just put .to
We
there.
77% in the oils. Texaco
50
For the Viking program to (Buddy) Hewitt, and Gingles
maybe
The deceased was a salesman
as the trucks brought lost 1,4 to 35, and Standard of
in
them
At one end of the huge federal soft4and instrumented space- Wallis.
Lassiter-McKinney
the
or
California was off % at 591..
Entombment was in the Datsun Company and he and his them."
space agency building in Wash- ships on Mars in about 1978,
Pennzoil dipped 4 to 33%, but
ington, D.C., Apollo architects NASA sets the cost at $800 to Murray Mausoleum with the wife, Mrs. Marsha Nance Poole,
are working toward the phase- $880 million. Of this, only $50 rrangements by the J. H. had resided in Murray since MOSCOW—Soviet cosmonaut Occidental gained 41 to 19%,
Dobrovolsky, describing and British Petroleum was %
out of manned lunar explora- million would go to build Churchill Funeral Home.
October 1970. His wife is -the i'seorgi
higher at 14344.
tion with three more missions boosters and the rest for spaceParker, age 65, died Sunday at sister of Mrs. Art Lee of Murray. he Soyuz-Salut space station:
craft equipped to flash back to 5:40 p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
by the end of 1972.
"This station is huge, it looks
member
a
of
was
the
Poole
In the rails, Southern Pacific
Down the hall, space plan- earth television pictures of the County Hospital. He was in
it."
United Methodist Ike there's no end to
Josephine
up % to 40%, but
picked
overbarren,
planet's
red
Wernher
Dr.
by
headed
ners
business at Parker Popcorn Church in Josephine, Texas, and
Northern held unBurlington
terrain.
heated
together
Von Braun are putting
NEW YORK—Mayor John V.
in Murray from 1937 was an Army veteran of World
xchanged at 48%. Union Czirbid
NASA is asking for $188 mil- Company
four future projects aimed at
city
on
commenting
Lindsay,
the
on
until 1967, and had served
eased Is to 49 in the chemicals,
War II serving in Germany. He
carrying America's space pro- lion in the upcoming fiscal year
Council. He was a was born September 32, 1911, in nnployes' strike which caused
to get the Viking project roll- Murray City
Dow Chemical % at 98%.
gram into the late 1970s.
member of the First Baptist Lone Grove, Oirlahomat and his massive traffic tieups Monday: Ford and Chrysler fell Vs
ing.
The Apollo program already
behave."
to
way
no
29%,
and
Skylab, the next big project Church.
63%
to
parents were the late Janson "This is
each
has a price tag estimated beSurvivors are his wife, Mrs. Hanley Poole and Rose Young
after Apollo, is pegged at more
respectively. American Motors
tween $24 and 224.5 billion by
than $2.2 billion by space plan- Frances Hargrove Parker, 1321 OPoole.
the end of next year
eased 1,4 to 6%. General Motors
sons,
The trick for National Aero- ners. Beginning in 1973 it is to Main Street, Murray; three
Survivors in addition to his wife
gained LB to 83%.
nautics and Space Administra- send three teams of astronauts Richard Burgess Parker III and are one son, Scott Poole of
Among the steels, U.S. Steel
tion officials is to persuade the into earth orbit aboard a space Edward Parker, both of Murray, Houston, Texas; one daughter,
White House and Congress that station. The first three-man and Dr. David Parker of Mrs. Thell (Janet) Prueitt, and Federal State Market News gained 24 to 32%, while
it's worth another estimated team is to stay aloft for 28 days, Louisville; one sister, Mrs. Gels one granddaughter, Alisha Service June 8, 1971
Bethlehem eased % to 21%.
to 18%.
$13 to $15 billion to embark on the other two for 56 days each, Moores of Daytona Beach, Fla.; Prueitt, of Lake Brownwood, Kentucky purchase area hog Armco also gave up
the additional quartet of space to. conduct scientific experi- two grandchildren, Scottie and Texas; one sister, Mrs. Bill market report includes 10 buying Jones & Laughlin held steady at
ments as their spaceship whirls Heather Parker of Louisville.
stations.
ventures in this decade.
14%.
Grabow of Oklahoma City, Okla.
Five years ago, at the height around the globe.
s are Receipts: Act. 1411 Est. 1000 Lockheed was unchanged at
arrangement
Funeral
fundprevious
In additiop to
of the Apollo preparations, it
Barrows and Gilts Steady (25 10% in the aircrafts, while
incomplete pending arrival of his
would have been a breeze. To- ing. NASA *ants $535 million in
lower) Sows steady
General Dynamics rose % to
Blalock-Coleman
The
children.
day, with the Apollo achieve- the new fiscal year beginning
29%. American was unchanged
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"WE HAVE A PROBLEM"—Back in Miami, Fla., after
their Pan American World Airways jetliner was hijacked to Havana, Cuba, the pilot, Capt. George Ashley,
and stewardess Yolanda King laugh as they recall what )
she reported to him: "We got a problem." A young
Venezuelan armed with a penknife diverted the Venezuela-to-Miami flight to Havana, where the crew and
59 passengers were detained for four days.
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